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New Releases

THE LEISURE SEEKER
Traveling in their family Leisure Seeker vintage recreational vehicle, John and Ella Spencer take one last road trip from Boston to the Hemingway House in the Florida Keys before his Alzheimer's and her cancer can catch up with them.

I FEEL PRETTY
A woman who struggles with feelings of insecurity and inadequacy on a daily basis wakes from a fall believing she is suddenly the most beautiful and capable woman on the planet. With this newfound confidence, she is empowered to live her life fearlessly and flawlessly, but what will happen when she realizes her appearance never changed?

DEADPOOL 2
Wisecracking mercenary Deadpool meets Russell, an angry teenage mutant who lives at an orphanage. When Russell becomes the target of Cable -- a genetically enhanced soldier from the future -- Deadpool realizes that he'll need some help saving the boy from such a superior enemy. He soon joins forces with Bedlam, Shatterstar, Domino and other powerful mutants to protect young Russell from Cable and his advanced weaponry.

A QUIET PLACE
In a post-apocalyptic world, a family is forced to live in silence while hiding from monsters with ultra-sensitive hearing.

LIFE OF THE PARTY
When her husband suddenly dumps her, longtime and dedicated housewife Deanna turns regret into reset by going back to
college. Unfortunately, Deanna winds up at the same school as her less-than-thrilled daughter. Plunging headlong into the campus experience, the outspoken new student soon begins a journey of self-discovery while fully embracing all of the fun, freedom and frat boys that she can handle.

THE GUERNSEY LITERARY & POTATO PEEL PIE SOCIETY
In 1946 a London-based writer begins exchanging letters with residents on the island of Guernsey, which was German-occupied during WWII. Feeling compelled to visit the island, she starts to get a picture of what it was like during the occupation.

ON CHESIL BEACH
Based on Ian McEwan's novel. In 1962 England, a young couple find their idyllic romance colliding with issues of sexual freedom and societal pressure, leading to an awkward and fateful wedding night.

BOOK CLUB
Diane (Diane Keaton) is recently widowed after 40 years of marriage, Vivian (Jane Fonda) enjoys her men with no strings attached, Sharon (Candice Bergen) is still working through her decades-old divorce, and Carol's (Mary Steenburgen) marriage is in a slump after 35 years. The lives of these four lifelong friends are turned upside down after reading the infamous "50 Shades of Grey," catapulting them into a series of outrageous life choices.

OCEANS 8
Five years, eight months, 12 days and counting -- that's how long Debbie Ocean has been devising the biggest heist of her life. She knows what it's going to take -- a team of the best people in the field, starting with her partner-in-crime Lou Miller. Together,
they recruit a crew of specialists, including jeweler Amita, street con Constance, suburban mom Tammy, hacker Nine Ball, and fashion designer Rose. Their target -- a necklace that's worth more than $150 million.

EDIE
83 year old Edie believes that it is never too late - packing an old camping bag, leaving her life behind and embarking on an adventure she never got to have - climbing the imposing Mount Suilven in Scotland.

THE HAPPY PRINCE
The untold story of the last days in the tragic times of Oscar Wilde; a person who observes his own failure with ironic distance. He regards the difficulties that beset his life with detachment and humour.

SWIMMING WITH MEN
A man suffering from a mid-life crisis finds new meaning in his life after joining an all-male, middle-aged, amateur synchronised swimming team.
**Action**

**300 (2007)**
Retelling the ancient Battle of Thermopylae, it depicts the titanic clash in which King Leonidas and 300 Spartans fought to the death against Xerxes and his massive Persian army. Experience history at sword point and moviemaking with cutting edge.

**ALLIED (2016)**
In 1942, a Canadian intelligence officer in North Africa encounters a female French Resistance fighter on a deadly mission behind enemy lines. When they reunite in London, their relationship is tested by the pressure of war.

**AMERICAN MADE (2017)**
The story of Barry Seal, an American pilot who became a drug-runner for the CIA in the 1980’s in a clandestine operation that would be exposed as the Iran-Contra Affair.

**THE A-TEAM (2010)**
Convicted by a military court for a crime they didn’t commit, a daring team of former special forces soldiers must utilise their unique talents to break out of prison and tackle their toughest mission yet.

**ASSAULT ON PRECINCT 13 (2004)**
Run-down Precinct 13 is about to close its doors forever. But everything changes when some of Detroit’s most lethal prisoners arrive. Soon, the only thing more dangerous than the criminals on the inside is the rogue gang on the outside. To survive the night, two men on opposite sides of the law will have to work together to battle an enemy who doesn’t follow the code of cop or criminal.
ATOMIC BLONDE (2017)
An undercover MI6 agent is sent to Berlin during the Cold War to investigate the murder of a fellow agent and recover a missing list of double agents.

BABY DRIVER (2017)
After being concerned into working for a crime boss, a young getaway driver finds himself taking part in a heist doomed to fail.

BAD BOYS 2 (2003)
Detectives Mike Lowery and Marcus Burnett are investigating a crime lord's attempts to take over Miami's drug trade. But when Mike starts to fall for Marcus' sister Syd, their partnership threatens to fall apart, endangering the case and Syd's life...

BLACK HAWK DOWN (2001)
Based on true events, this is an account of an American UN Peacekeeping Force which landed in Mogadishu, Somalia in October 1993. Their mission was to abduct the two top lieutenants of a local warlord but the team is quickly surrounded by enemy forces and a fifteen hour fierce ground battle ensues...

BLOOD DIAMOND (2006)
Amid the explosive civil war overtaking 1999 Sierra Leone, these men join two desperate missions: recovering a rare pink diamond of immense value and rescuing the fisherman’s son, conscripted as a child soldier into the brutal rebel forces ripping a swath of torture and bloodshed across the alternatively beautiful and ravaged countryside.
BODY OF LIES (2009)
The CIA’s hunt is on for the mastermind of a wave of terrorist attacks. Roger Ferris is the agency’s man on the ground. An eye in the sky – a satellite link – watches Ferris. At the other end of that real-times link is the CIA’s Ed Hoffman, strategizing events from thousands of miles away. And as Ferris nears the target, he discovers trust can be just as dangerous as it is necessary for survival.

THE BOURNE IDENTITY (2002)
A young man with two bullet wounds in his back is pulled from the Mediterranean Sea by a group of Italian fishermen, barely alive, and is nursed back to health. With no memory to help him, his only clue to his own identity is a bank account number, it becomes clear that he is Jason Bourne, but what is his mission?...

Suffering from amnesia, Bourne has left his violent past behind and is living a normal life with girlfriend Marie. But his plans for a peaceful life are crushed when he narrowly escapes an assassination attempt. Now hunted by an unknown enemy, Bourne proves to be neither an easy target nor a person whose skill, determination and resilience can be underestimated.

THE BOURNE ULTIMATUM (2007)
Having lost his memory and the one person he loved, he is undeterred by the barrage of bullets from a new generation of highly-trained killers, tracking his every move and who will stop at nothing to prevent him from learning his true identity.
**BRAVEHEART (1995)**
Mel Gibson stars in and directs this sweeping saga about Scotland’s brutal battle for independence in the 13th Century. When William Wallace’s wife is ravaged and murdered by English troops, his quest for revenge quickly turns into an impassioned fight for his country’s freedom.

**CASINO ROYALE (2006)**
“M”, head of the British Secret Service, sends the newly promoted 007 on his first mission that takes him to Madagascar, the Bahamas and eventually leads him to Montenegro.

**COLLATERAL (2004)**
Vincent is a cool, calculating contract killer at the top of his game. Max is a cabbie with big dreams and no results. On this fateful night, Max has to transport Vincent on his next job - one night, five stops, five hits and a getaway. Thrown together, their lives in collision - neither man will ever be the same again. Tonight everything is changing....

**DEFIANCE (2009)**
Based on an extraordinary true story, *Defiance* is an epic tale of family, honour, vengeance and salvation in World War II. The year is 1941 and the Jews of Eastern Europe are being massacred by the thousands. Managing to escape certain death, three brothers take refuge in the dense surrounding woods they have known since childhood.
DEEP WATER HORIZON (2016)
In April 2010, there is no oil exploration operation in the Gulf of Mexico to compare with the Deepwater Horizon oil rig with its size or sheer depth of its drilling. However, the project for the BP oil company is beset with technical difficulties to the point where the general operational supervisor, Jimmy Harrell, and his Chief Electrical Engineer, Mike Williams, are concerned potentially dangerous trouble is brewing.

DIE ANOTHER DAY (2002)
James Bond after being imprisoned and tortured in North Korea for over a year, wins his freedom when M bargains for his release. Out for revenge Bond is hot on the heels of Zao, the agent who captured him and Gustav Graves, a unscrupulous tycoon who threatens the safety of the entire world...

DUNKIRK (2017)
Allied soldiers from Belgium, the British Empire and France are surrounded by the German Army, and evacuated during a fierce battle in World War II.

THE EXPENDABLES (2010)
Sylvester Stallone stars as Barnsey Ross, leader of THE EXPENDABLES, a tight-knit team of skilled combat vets turned mercenaries. Hired by a powerful covert operator, the team jets off to a small South American country to overthrow a ruthless dictator. Once there, they find themselves caught in a deadly web of deceit and betrayal. Using every weapon at their disposal, they set out to save the innocent and punish the guilty in this blistering action-packed thriller.
FAST & FURIOUS 7 (2015)
Continuing the global exploits in the unstoppable franchise built on speed, Vin Diesel, Paul Walker and Dwayne Johnson lead the returning cast of Furious 7. James Wan directs this chapter of the hugely successful series that also welcomes back favourites Michelle Rodriguez, Jordana Brewster, Tyrese Gibson, Chris "Ludacris" Bridges, Elsa Pataky and Lucas Black.

A HISTORY OF VIOLENCE (2005)
Tom Stall is living a happy and quiet life with his wife and their children in the small town of Millbrook, Indiana, but one night their idyllic existence is shattered when Tom foils an attempted robbery in his dinner. Tom’s life changed overnight, which forces him into the spotlight.

THE HITMAN’S BODY GUARD (2017)
The world’s top bodyguard gets a new client, a hit man who must testify at the International Criminal Court. They must put their differences aside and work together to make it to the trial on time.

HUNGER GAMES (2012)
Every year in the ruins of what was once North America, the Capitol of the nation on Pamen forces each of its 12 districts to send a teenage boy and girl to compete in the Hunger Games. Sixteen year old Katniss Everdeen volunteers in her younger sister’s place. If she is ever to return home to District 12, Katniss must make impossible choices in the arena that weight survival against humanity and life against love.
In the new Indiana Jones movie we find Indy trying to outtrace a brilliant and beautiful agent for the mystical, all-powerful crystal skull of Akator. Teaming up with rebellious young biker and his spirited original love Marion, Indy takes you on an action packed adventure in exciting tradition of the classic Indiana Jones movies!

INFERNO (2016)
Inferno is the story which finds a famous symbolist on a trail of clues tied to the great Dante himself. When Langdon wakes up in an Italian hospital with amnesia, he teams up with Sienna to help him recover his memories. Together, they race across Europe to stop a madman from unleashing a global virus that would wipe out half of the world’s population.

Charlie, Steve, Handsome Rob, Lyle and Half Ear are a gang of criminals who are double crossed by Steve. To get their revenge on Steve, Charlie gets the gang together to rob him of all his money. However Steve always seems to be one step ahead of them...

JASON BOURNE (2016)
The CIA’s most dangerous former operative is drawn out of hiding to uncover more explosive truths about his past.

JOHN WICK (2014)
An ex-hitman comes out of retirement to track down the gangsters that took everything from him.
KILL BILL VOL. 1 (2003)
Kill Bill Volume 1 stars Uma Thurman, Lucy Liu, and Vivica A. Fox in an astonishing, action-packed thriller about brutal betrayal and an epic vendetta! Four years after taking a bullet in her head at her own wedding, the Bride emerges from a coma and decides it's time for payback...with a vengeance!

KILL BILL VOL. 2 (2004)
The Bride is back with a vengeance and taking aim at Budd and Elle Driver, the only survivors from the squad of assassins who betrayed her four years earlier. It’s all leading up to the ultimate confrontation with Bill, The Bride’s former master and the man who ordered her execution.

KINGDOM OF HEAVEN (2004)
Amidst the pageantry and intrigue of medieval Jerusalem, Balian, a young blacksmith who, having lost everything, finds honour and redemption on a valiant quest.

THE LEGEND OF TARZAN (2016)
Tarzan, having acclimated to life in London, is called back to his former home in the jungle to investigate the activities at a mining encampment.

Set in Middle-Earth, this is the story of a young Hobbit named Frodo, who has in his possession a ring... This ring is needed by the evil Lord Sauron to destroy civilisation and plunge the world into complete darkness. In order to prevent this, Frodo must find a way to the Mount of Doom and destroy the ring.
The tale continues... three groups heading their different ways. Frodo and Sam carry on for Mordor and acquire along the way a travelling companion, Gollum who promises to help them reach the Mountain of Doom. Elsewhere Merry and Pippin's attempt to escape the Uruk Hai leads them to enter Fangorn Forest where they encounter Treebeard, a walking, talking tree shepherd. Aragorn, Legolas and Gimli reach Rohan to discover that King Theoden has been taken over by Saruman,

The final battle for Middle-earth begins. Frodo and Sam, led by Gollum, continue their dangerous mission toward the fires of Mount Doom. Aragorn his outnumbered followers against the growing power of the Dark Lord Sauron, so that the Ring-bearer may complete his Quest.

THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN (2016)
Director Antoine Fuqua brings his modern vision to a classic story in The Magnificent Seven. With the town of Rose Creek under the deadly control of industrialist Bartholomew Bogue, the desperate townspeople employ protection from seven outlaws, bounty hunters, gamblers and hired guns.

THE MAN FROM UNCLE (2015)
CIA agent Solo and KGB agent Kuryakin are forced to put aside longstanding hostilities and team up on a joint mission to stop a mysterious international criminal organization that is bent on destabilizing the fragile balance of power through the proliferation of nuclear weapons and technology. The duo's only lead is the daughter of a vanished German scientist, who is the key to infiltrating the criminal organization, and they must race against time to find him and prevent a worldwide catastrophe.
MIAMI VICE (2006)
Ricardo Tubbs and sonny Crockett are both working undercover in the heat of Florida, penetrating the dark, dollar-fuelled abyss of the drugs world. But as the temperature soars at Miami, sonny gets romantically involved with Isabella, the wife of an arms and guns trafficker. Crockett and Tubbs are gradually pushed to the edge, and suddenly, the distinction between cops and player becomes dangerously blurred.

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 3 (2005)
Lured back into action by his agency superiors, Ethan faces his deadliest adversary yet – a sadistic weapons dealer named Owen Davian. With the support of his IMF team, Ethan leaps into spectacular adventure from Rome to Shanghai as he races to rescue a captured agent and stop Davian from eliminating his next target: Ethan’s wife, Julia.

Stranded after a tragic plane crash, two strangers must forge a connection to survive the extreme elements of a remote snow covered mountain. When they realize help is not coming, they embark on a perilous journey across hundreds of miles of wilderness, pushing one another to endure and discovering strength they never knew possible.

MR. AND MRS. SMITH (2005)
John and Jane Smith are an ordinary suburban couple. But each is hiding something: Mr. and Mrs. Smith are actually highly paid, incredibly efficient assassins. Suddenly they discover a new source of excitement in their marriage, when they're hired to assassinate each other... and that's when the real fun starts...
THE MUMMY (2017)
Though safely entombed in a crypt deep beneath the unforgiving desert, an ancient princess, whose destiny was unjustly taken from her, is awakened in our current day bringing with her malevolence grown over millennia, and terrors that defy human comprehension.

NOAH (2014)
This visually stunning, action packed adventure is hailed as ‘a one-off creation of colossal proportions.’

NOW YOU SEE ME 2 (2016)
One year after outwitting the FBI and winning the public's adulation with their Robin Hood-style magic spectacles, The Four Horsemen resurface for a comeback performance in hopes of exposing the unethical practices of a tech magnate.

QUANTUM OF SOLACE (2008)
On a nonstop quest for justice that criss-crosses the globe, Bond meets Camille, who leads him to Dominic Greene, a ruthless businessman and major force within the mysterious Quantum organisation. When Bond uncovers a conspiracy to take control of one of the world’s most important natural resources, he must navigate a minefield of treachery, deception and murder to neutralise Quantum before it’s too late.

THE REVENANT (2015)
While exploring the uncharted wilderness in 1823, legendary frontiersman Hugh Glass sustains injuries from a brutal bear attack. When his hunting team leaves him for dead. Grief-stricken and fuelled by vengeance, Glass treks through the wintry terrain to track down John Fitzgerald, the former confidant who betrayed and abandoned him.
RISE OF THE PLANET OF THE APES (2011)
Our greatest discovery will become the world’s greatest threat when a scientist on the verge of a medical breakthrough begins testing on a young chimpanzee named Caesar. But when the chimp develops human-like intelligence and emotions, an epic battle ensues to determine the dominant species on the planet.

ROCKY 1 – 6
The complete series of the Rocky Saga!

ROBIN HOOD, PRINCE OF THIEVES (1991)
After being captured by Turks during the Crusades, Robin escapes back to England where Azeem vows to remain until he repays Robin for saving his life. Meanwhile, Robin's father has been murdered by the Sheriff of Nottingham and when Robin returns home he vows to avenge his father's death.

ROBOCOP
The complete boxset of Robocop movies.

SPECTRE (2015)
A cryptic message from Bond's past sends him on a trail to uncover a sinister organization. While M battles political forces to keep the secret service alive, Bond peels back the layers of deceit to reveal the terrible truth behind SPECTRE.
SPY GAME (2001)
There was a time when CIA officer Nathan Muir and his protégé Tom Bishop were inseparable, travelling the world and tasting everything it had to offer. But that was years ago. Now in 1991 Muir learns that Bishop has gone rogue, jailed overseas on espionage charges and is scheduled to die in 24 hours. Muir decides to take on the most dangerous and personal mission of his life.

THE SUM OF ALL FEARS (2002)
Based on the novel by Tom Clancy, this is the tale of Jack Ryan, who is hired to advise the CIA when the Russian President is replaced by a virtually unknown politician...

TOP GUN (1986)
Filmed at the Miramar Naval Base in San Diego. Tom Cruise stars as a top F-14 pilot who flies by instinct, not by the rule book. Kelly McGillis stars as an astrophysicist whom he falls for during his training at the prestigious Fighter Weapons School.

TROY (2004)
A spectacular retelling of The Iliad. A recreation of a long ago world of mighty warships, the massive fortress city and the towering Trojan horse.

WAR DOGS (2016)
Based on the true story of two young men, David Packouz and Efraim Diveroli, who won a $300 million contract from the Pentagon to arm America’s allies in Afghanistan.
THE WILD BUNCH (1969)
By any standard, director Sam Peckinpah’s film The Wild Bunch, a powerful tale of hangdog desperados bound by a code of honour, rates as one of the all-time greatest Westerns. In 1994 it was restored to a complete, pristine condition unseen since its July 1969 theatrical debut – and this new 35th-anniversary anamorphic transfer showcases it to renewed blood and thunder effect.

JUMANJI (2017)
Four teenagers are sucked into a magical video game, and the only way they can escape is to work together to finish the game.
**Biography**

**AMY (2015)**
Despite just two albums to her name Amy Winehouse is one of the biggest music icons in British history. With a voice often described as a combination of Billy Holiday, Dinah Washington and Sarah Vaughan, Amy Winehouse was a pop star with soul; a once in two generational musical talent whose appeal crossed cultural and demographic boundaries. But while her music made her a star, her chaotic personal life stole headlines.

**A STREET CAT NAMED BOB (2016)**
Based on the international best-selling book. The true feel good story of how James Bowen, a busker and recovering drug addict, had his life transformed when he met a stray ginger cat.

**BATTLE OF THE SEXES (2017)**
The true story of the 1973 tennis match between World number one Billie Jean King and ex-champion and serial hustler Bobby Riggs.

**BEING AP (2015)**
With unprecedented access to A.P. and those closest to him, this documentary celebrates an incredible man who became the greatest jump jockey the world has ever seen.

**BORG VS MCENROE (2017)**
The story of the 1980’s tennis rivalry between the placid Bjorg Borg and the volatile John McEnroe.
BREATHE (2017)
When Robin is struck down by polio at the age of 28, he is confined to a hospital bed and given only a few months to live. With the help of Diana's twin brothers and the ground-breaking ideas of inventor Teddy Hall, Robin and Diana dare to escape the hospital ward to seek out a full and passionate life together - raising their young son, traveling and devoting their lives to helping other polio patients.

CHURCHILL (2017)
96 hours before World War II invasion of Normandy, British Prime Minister, Winston Churchill struggles with his severe reservations with Operation Overload and his increasingly marginalized role in the war effort.

DENIAL (2016)
Acclaimed writer and historian Deborah E. Lipstadt must battle for historical truth to prove the Holocaust actually occurred when David Irving, a renowned denier, sues her for libel.

EDDIE THE EAGLE (2016)
The story of Eddie Edwards, the notoriously tenacious British underdog ski jumper, from Gloucester, who charmed the world at the 1988 Winter Olympics.

FLORENCE FOSTER JENKINS (2016)
The story of Florence Foster Jenkins, a New York heiress who dreamed of becoming an opera singer, despite having a terrible singing voice.
HACKSHAW RIDGE (2016)
WWII American army medic, Desmond T. Doss, who served during the battle of Okinawa, refuses to kill people and becomes the first man in American history to receive the Medal of Honour without firing a shot.

HIDDEN FIGURES (2016)
The story of a team of female African-American mathematicians who served a vital role in NASA during the early years of the U.S. space program.

HITCHCOCK (2012)
In 1959, Alfred Hitchcock and his wife, Alma Reville, are at the top of their creative game as filmmakers amid disquieting insinuations about it being time to retire. To recapture his youth's artistic daring, Alfred decides his next film will adapt the lurid horror novel, Psycho (1960), over everyone's misgivings.

JACKIE (2016)
Following the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy fights through grief and trauma to regain her faith, console her children and define her husband’s historic legacy.

LEGEND (2015)
The true story of London's most notorious gangsters, twins Reggie and Ronnie Kray. As the brothers rise through the criminal underworld, Ronnie advances the family business with violence and intimidation while Reggie struggles to go legitimate for local girl Frances Shea. In and out of prison, Ronnie's unpredictable tendencies and the slow disintegration of Reggie's marriage threaten to bring the brothers' empire tumbling to the ground.
LION (2016)
A five year old Indian boy gets lost on the streets of Calcutta, thousands of kilometres from home. He survives many challenges before being adopted by a couple in Australia. 25 years later, he sets out to find his lost family.

LOVING (2016)
The story of Richard & Mildred Loving, a couple whose arrest for interracial marriage in 1960’s Virginia began a legal battle that would end with the Supreme Court’s historic 1967 decision.

LOVING VINCENT (2017)
In a story depicted in oil painted animation, a young man comes to the last hometown of painter Vincent van Gogh to deliver the troubled artist’s final letter and ends up investigating his final days there.

MOLLY’S GAME (2017)
Molly Bloom ran the world's most exclusive high-stakes poker game for a decade before being arrested in the middle of the night by 17 FBI agents. Her players included Hollywood royalty, sports stars, business titans, and finally, unbeknownst to her, the Russian mob. Her only ally was her criminal defence lawyer Charlie Jaffey, who learned that there was much more to Molly than the tabloids led us to believe.

RAY (2004)
Ray is a truly extraordinary and inspiring story of triumph over adversity. From humble beginnings to international stardom, Ray Charles overcame impossible odds and truly changed the face of music for decades. Entertaining and unforgettable, Ray is an exhilarating movie that combines a compelling story, world-class acting and fantastic music sequences.
THE SALT OF THE EARTH (2014)
Brazilian photographer Sebastiao Salgado is seen through the eyes of two men: his son and a photographer. For forty years, Salgado has travelled across continents in the footsteps of a changing humanity and witnessed some of the major events in recent history. Now he takes on a new project, into the discovery of unspoiled territories and astonishing flora, fauna and landscapes - a tribute to the beauty of the planet.

SULLY: MIRACLE ON HUDSON (2016)
The story of Chesley Sullenberger, an American pilot, who became a hero after landing his damaged plane on the Hudson River in order to save the flight’s passengers and crew.

TRUMBO (2015)
In 1947, Dalton Trumbo was Hollywood’s top screenwriter until he, and other artists, were jailed and blacklisted for their political beliefs.

A UNITED KINGDOM (2016)
The story of King Seretse Khama of Botswana and how his loving but controversial marriage to a British white woman, Ruth Williams, put his kingdom into political and diplomatic turmoil.

VICTORIA & ABDUL (2017)
Abdul Karim arrives from India to participate in Queen Victoria's golden jubilee. The young clerk is surprised to find favor with the queen herself. As Victoria questions the constrictions of her long-held position, the two forge an unlikely and devoted alliance that her household and inner circle try to destroy. As their friendship deepens, the queen begins to see a changing world through new eyes, joyfully reclaiming her humanity.
ALL THE MONEY IN THE WORLD (2017)
The story of the kidnapping of 16 year old, Jean Paul Getty III, and the desperate attempt by his devoted mother to convince his billionaire grandfather, Jean Paul Getty, to pay the ransom.

DARKEST HOUR (2017)
In May 1940, the fate of Western Europe hangs on British Prime Minister, Winston Churchill, who must decide whether to negotiate with Adolf Hitler or fight knowing that it could mean a humiliating defeat for Britain and its empire.
Comic Book Heroes

**AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON (2015)**
The epic follow-up to the biggest super hero movie of all time. When Tony Stark tries to jumpstart a dormant peacekeeping program, things go awry and earth’s mightiest heroes are put to the ultimate test as the fate of the planet hangs in the balance.

**BATMAN BEGINS (2005)**
In the wake of his parents’ murder, disillusioned heir Bruce Wayne travels the world seeking the means to fight injustice and turn fear against those who prey on the fearful.

**BLACK PANTHER (2018)**
T'Challa, heir to the hidden but advanced kingdom of Wakanda, must step forward to lead his people into a new future and must confront a challenger from his country's past.

**CONSTANTINE (2005)**
Having been born with the gift of being able to see the spirits that roam the Earth, John Constantine finds himself stuck between the boundaries of Heaven and Hell. Seeking salvation, he teams up with a sceptical LAPD cop who is investigating the suspicious death of her sister, and together they delve below the surface of Los Angeles and uncover the world of angels and demons that lie beneath...
THE DARK KNIGHT (2008)
With the help of Lt. Jim Gordon and District Attorney Harvey Dent, Batman sets out to destroy organised crime in Gotham for good. The triumvirate proves effective. But soon the three find themselves prey to a rising criminal mastermind known as The Joker, who thrusts Gotham into anarchy and forces Batman closer to crossing the fine line between hero and vigilante.

GHOSTBUSTERS (2016)
Following a ghost invasion of Manhattan, paranormal enthusiasts Erin Gilbert and Abby Yates, nuclear engineer Jillian Holtzmann, and subway worker Patty Tolan band together to stop the otherworldly threat.

HELLBOY (2004)
During World War II, the Third Reich has joined forces with the evil Grigori Rasputin, who has used his occult powers to summon up a young demon from the depth of Hell to be used as the ultimate Axis weapon. However, the demonic creature is captured by American forces, and put in the care of Professor Broom, the founder of a top-secret organization called the Bureau for Paranormal Research and Defence.

For centuries, an ancient truce has kept the naïve citizens of the human race safe from the horrors of the invisible realm - but that's all about to change, and fast. A ruthless leader has emerged in the invisible realm. When this power mad ruler defies his bloodline to assemble an unstoppable army of fantastical creatures, it begins to appear that mankind's days are numbered.
HULK (2003)
Bruce Banner is hit by a cell altering ray whilst working as part of a research team at the University of California. The result of the accident is that Bruce is transformed into a huge green creature called 'The Hulk' whenever he is angered...

IRON MAN (2008)
Iron Man puts billionaire industrialist Tony Stark in the path of some Middle Eastern terrorists; in a brilliantly paced section, Stark invents an indestructible suit that allows him to escape. If the rest of the movie never quite hits that precise rhythm again, it nevertheless offers plenty of pleasure, as the renewed Stark swears off his past as a weapons manufacturer, develops his new Iron Man suit, and puzzles both his business partner and executive assistant

IRON MAN 2 (2010)
Now that his Super Hero secret has been revealed, Tony’s life is more intense than ever. Everyone wants in on the Iron Man technology, whether for power of profit... but for Ivan Vanko, it’s revenge! Tony must once again suit up and face his most dangerous enemy yet, but not without a few new allies of his own

LOGAN (2017)
In the near future, a weary Logan cares for an ailing Professor X, somewhere on the Mexican border. However, Logan’s attempts to hide from the world, and his legacy, are upended when a young mutant arrives pursued by dark forces.
Special agent Frank Castle lives the good life with a devoted family and a job he loves. But his world falls apart when his last assignment pits him against ruthless businessman Howard Saint. Seeking the revenge of his murdered family, Castle becomes a merciless vigilante hell bent on destroying Saint and his band of underworld assassins on his mission of redemption: vindicating the common man with a brand of justice the law cannot provide.

SIN CITY (2004)
Based on Frank Miller’s series of edgy graphic novels, Robert Rodriguez deliver an amazing ensemble cast in the coolest movie of the year. Hartigan, a cop with a vow to protect a stripper, Nancy; Marv, the outcast misanthrope on a mission to avenge the death of his one true love; Dwight, the clandestine love of Shellie, who spends his night defending Gail and her Old Town girls from Jackie, a tough guy with a penchant for violence.

SPIDERMAN (2002)
Peter Parker gets bitten by a genetically modified spider whilst on a school trip to a University laboratory. Overnight Peter develops supernatural powers. Peter comes to the conclusion that he must use his new found abilities to fight evil as the superhero... Spider-Man.

SPIDERMAN 2 (2002)
Two years have passed and mild-mannered Peter Parker faces new challenges as he struggles to balance his life as the elusive superhero Spiderman. Tormented by his secrets, Peter is in danger of losing all those he holds dear.
SPIDERMAN 3 (2007)
Peter Parker has finally managed to strike a balance between his devotion to M. J. and his duties as a superhero. But when his suit suddenly changes, turning jet-black and enhancing his powers, it also transforms Peter, bringing out a dark, vengeful side that he struggles to control. He must now battle his inner demons as two of the most-feared villains yet, Sandoman and Venom gather unparalleled power and a thirst for revenge which threatens Peter and everyone he loves.

SUICIDE SQUAD (2016)
It feels good to be bad...Assemble a team of the world's most dangerous, incarcerated Super Villains, provide them with the most powerful arsenal at the government's disposal, and send them off on a mission to defeat an enigmatic, insuperable entity.

SUPERMAN RETURNS (2005)
He’s back. A hero for our millennium. And not a moment too soon, because during the five years Superman sought his home planet, things changed on his adopted planet. Nations moved on without him. Lois Lane now has a son, a fiancé and a Pulitzer for “Why the World Doesn’t Need Superman”. And Lex Luthor has a plan that will destroy millions of lives.

WONDER WOMAN (2017)
When a pilot crashes and tells of conflict in the outside world, Diana, an Amazonian warrior in training, leaves home to fight war, discovering her full powers and true destiny.
X MEN 2 (2003)
A double pack featuring 'X-Men' The X-Men are a team of mutant peacekeepers led by Professor Xavier assigned the task of protecting the human race against the sinister Magneto... and 'X-Men 2' The X-Men led by Professor Xavier once again return to save the world from a group of mutant creatures. Nightcrawler attempts to assassinate the President, Stryker sets out to capture the pupils at the school for the 'gifted' and Magneto has escaped from his cell and is out to reek havoc.
Classics

AN AFFAIR TO REMEMBER (1957)
In this poignant and humorous love story nominated for four academy awards, Cary Grant and Deborah Kerr meet on an ocean liner and fall deeply in love. Though each is engaged to someone else, they agree to meet six months later at the Empire State Building if they still feel the same way about each other. But a tragic accident prevents their rendezvous and the lovers’ future takes an emotional and uncertain turn.

ALL ABOUT EVE (1950)
From the moment she glimpses her idol at the stage door, Eve Harrington moves relentlessly towards her goal: taking the reins of power from the great actress Margo Channing. The cunning Eve manoeuvres her way into Margo’s Broadway role, becomes a sensation and even causes turmoil in the lives of Margo’s director boyfriend her playwright and his wife. Only the cynical drama critic sees through Eve, admiring her audacity & perfect pattern of deceit.

THE APARTMENT (1960)
CC “Bud” Baxter knows the way to success in business. By providing a perfect hideaway for philandering bosses, the ambitious young employee reaps a series of undeserved promotions. But when Bud lends the key to big boss J.D. Sheldrake, he not only advances his career, but his own love life as well. For Sheldrake’s mistress is the lovely Fran Kubelik, elevator girl and angel of Bud’s dreams. Convinced that he is the only man for Fran, Bud must make the most important executive decision of his career: lose the girl...or his job.
BEN HUR (1959)
A man who defies the Romans brings tragedy to himself and his family. Set against the back-drop of the life of Jesus. This biblical epic is best remembered for its breath-taking chariot race.

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY’S (1961)
Romantic comedy story about an eccentric playgirl who becomes involved with a writer.

BRIEF ENCOUNTER (1945)
Noel Coward's tale of a suburban wife's chance encounter with a married doctor.

CASABLANCA (1943)
Casablanca: easy to entre but much harder to leave, especially if your name is on the Nazis’ most-wanted list. Atop that list is Czech Resistance leader Victor Laszio, whose only hope is Rick Blaine, a cynical American who sticks his neck out for no one... Especially Victors Wife Ilsa, the ex-lover who broke his heart. So when Ilsa offers herself in exchange for Laszio’s safe transport out of the country, the bitter Rick must decide what’s more important.

CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF (1958)
Paul Newman earned his first Oscar nomination for his nuanced portrayal of troubled former sports hero Brick. Capturing her second, Elizabeth Taylor makes Maggie The Cat digging her claws in and holding onto life not as it is, but as she hopes it someday will be, a vivid portrait of passionate loyalty.
COOL HAND LUKE (1967)

DEADLY AFFAIR (1966)
When foreign Office official Samuel Fennan and his wife are anonymously accused of Communist affiliations, their world is turned upside down. Fennan is subsequently found dead from an apparent suicide, although Secret Service agent Charles Dobbs suspects otherwise. When Dobbs’ suspicion hit a dead end with his superior officer, the veteran agent decides to resign his government post and join forces with retired CID inspector Mendel. As the two men continue their pursuit of the truth, their investigation unearths a spy ring and much more than they ever expected along the way.

DOCTOR ZHIVAGO (1965)
A story of love and romance told against the flaming background of the Russian Revolution. Zhivago is a poet, surgeon, husband and lover struggling for survival.

DOUBLE INDEMNITY (1944)
Smooth talking insurance salesman Walter Neff meets attractive Phyllis Dietrichson when he calls to renew her husband's automobile policy. The couple are immediately drawn to each other and an affair begins. They cook up a scheme to murder Mr. Dietrichson for life insurance money with a double indemnity clause. Unfortunately, all does not go to plan...
DRIVING MISS DAISY (1989)
After stubborn, aging Southern widow, Miss Daisy, crashes her car into the neighbour’s fence, her son insists on hiring her a driver. At first, the self-sufficient Miss Daisy is reluctant to accept the services of her chauffeur, Hoke, but his quiet, wise and tolerant nature slowly wins her over. As the years pass the unlikely friends develop a deep mutual respect and admiration, and slowly build a relationship that transcends their differences.

EAST OF EDEN (1954)
Based on John Steinbeck’s novel and directed by Elia Kazan, East of Eden is the first of three major films that make up James Dean’s movie legacy. The 24-year-old idol-to-be plays Cal, a wayward Salinas Valley youth who vies for the affection of his hardened father with his favoured brother.

GIANT (1956)
Giant is a movie of huge scale and grandeur in which three generations of land-rich Texans love, swagger, connive and clash in a saga of family strife, racial bigotry and conflict between cattle barons and newly rich oil tycoons.

GONE WITH THE WIND (1939)
Absorbing film version of Margaret Mitchell’s Pulitzer prize-winning novel about life in America’s Deep South during the Civil War.

GOODBYE MR CHIPS (1939)
Drama adapted from the novel by James Hilton, which follows the story of Latin teacher Charles Chipping and his romance with Katherine Bridges, whom he meets whilst on a walking holiday in the Alps.
GREAT EXPECTATIONS (1945)  
David Lean directed this stylish film presentation of Charles Dickens’ heart warming story of a young man befriending an escaped convict who becomes his unknown benefactor, and of the consequences for the young man as he establishes himself in the world.

THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH (1952)  
In Cecil B. DeMille’s Academy Award winning film, we step behind the scenes of the circus….in all its majesty and mystery.  
Charlton Heston stars as Brad Braden, the diehard circus manager who lives and breathes to keep the show rolling.  
With the Big Top about to hit rock bottom, Bradan hires The Great Sebastian, a daring trapeze legend, to revitalize the circus.

HIGH SOCIETY (1956)  
Musical remake of 'The Philadelphia Story' which finds an heiress torn between a former husband and her new fiance. Songs include 'Who Wants To Be A Millionaire', 'Swell Party' and 'High Society'

THE ITALIAN JOB (1968)  
Charlie Croker, fresh out of prison, takes on a job to steal gold from Italy. In order to finance the raid he enlists the help of Mr Bridger, an established criminal.  
The team plans to distract the Italian police with a traffic jam whilst they make off with the bullion in three Mini Coopers.

IT’S A WONDERFUL LIFE (1946)  
A young man tries to commit suicide but is saved by a guardian angel who shows him what he has achieved in his life and how much he means to those around him...
THE KING AND I (1956)
It tells the true story of an Englishwoman, Anna Leonowens, who comes to Siam as school teacher to the royal court in the 1960s. Though she soon finds herself at odds with the stubborn Monarch, over time, Anna and the King stop trying to change each other and begin to understand one another.

THE KING’S SPEECH (2010)
England’s Prince Albert must ascended the throne as King George VI, but he has a speech impediment. Knowing that the country needs her husband to be able to communicate effectively, Elizabeth hires Lionel Logue to help him overcome his stammer.

LAWRENCE OF ARABIA (1962)
The all-time classic film of British Army officer T.E. Lawrence who united the Arab tribes against the Turks during World War I, and became a legend in his own time.

METROPOLIS (1927)
A classic science fiction spectacle set during 2000 in a city torn apart by oppression and social conflict. Features the musical score by Gottfried Huppertz.

MY FAIR LADY (1964)
Audrey Hepburn has never been more “lovely” than in this breathtaking musical extravaganza that won 8 Academy Awards in 1964 including Best Picture. In this beloved adaption of the Broadway stage hit, Hepburn plays sassy, working-class London street vendor whom an arrogant professor attempts to turn into a sophisticated lady through proper schooling.
OLIVER (1986)
Young Oliver is an orphan who escaped the cheerless life of the workhouse and takes to the streets of 19th-century London. He’s immediately taken in by a band of street urchins, headed by the lovable villain Fagin, his fiendish henchman Bill Sikes and his loyal apprentice The Artful Dodger. Through his education in the fine points of pick-pocketing, Oliver makes away with an unexpected treasure... a home and a family of his own.

ON THE WATERFRONT (1954)
Brando's greatest performance as a longshoreman challenging the power of the Docker’s union.

OUR MAN IN HAVANA (1969)
Alec Guiness stars in this classic spy spoof as Jim Wormold, an English expatriate who sells vacuum cleaners in Havana. His life is irrevocably changed as he is recruited by Hawthorne, and pressed into service as an operative M.I.5, which he reluctantly agrees to so he can earn extra money for his 17-year-old daughter. Wormold does not actually engage in any actual espionage. Instead, he invents facts on h.o.s reports and recruits fictitious agents. However, these reports are taken seriously in London and two additional agents, a radio operator and a secretary, are despatched to assist Wormold. He soon discovers that his imagination is going to take on a life of its own...

THE QUIET MAN (1952)
The story of a retired prize-fighter who returns from Pittsburgh to his ancestral village in rural Ireland, intent on a quiet life. What he gets is just the reverse.
REACH FOR THE SKY
This is the remarkable true story of Douglas Bader, a pilot in the RAF who overcomes every obstacle to prove his worth. He is young and ambitious pilot who, after a plane crash, is badly injured. Although doctors expect him to die, he survives but loses both his legs. As his colleagues prepare for his horror and devastation, they find instead a determination in him which refuses to be changed by the accident. HE re-enters the RAF where he is determined to continue his career as a pilot.

REBEL WITHOUT A CAUSE (1955)
In one of the most influential performances in movie story, James Dean plays the new kid in town whose loneliness, frustration and anger mirrored those of post-war teens – and still reverberate 50 years later. Nathalie Wood and Sal Mineo were Academy Award nominees for their achingly true performances.

THE SCARLET PIMPERNEL (1935)
Sir Percy Blakeny, alias the Scarlet Pimpernel, affects the mannerisms of an ineffectual London society fop to conceal his dashing escapades as saviour of aristocrats from the guillotine during the French Revolution. After a series of foiled executions, the wily Chauvelin becomes hell-bent on unmasking the “damned elusive Pimpernel”.

THE SEARCHERS (1956)
With The Searchers, John Wayne and director John Ford forged an indelible saga of the frontier and the men and women who challenged it. Ayne plays Ethan Edwards, an ex-Confederate who sets out to find his niece, captured by Comanches who massacred his family. He won’t surrender to hunger, thirst, the elements or loneliness. And in his obsessive quest, Ethan finds something unexpected: his own humanity.
SOME LIKE IT HOT (1959)
When Chicago musicians Joe and Jerry accidentally witness a gangland shooting, they quickly board a southbound train to Florida, disguised as Josephine & Daphne, the two newest and homeliest members of an all-girl jazz band. Their cover is perfect... until a lovelorn singer falls for “Josephine”, an accident playboy falls for “Daphne”, and a mob boss refuses to fall for their hoax.

A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE
A Streetcar Named Desire: the Original Director’s Version is the Elia Kazan/Tennessee Williams film moviegoers would have seen had not Legion of Decency censorship occurred at the last minute. It features three minutes of previously unseen footage underscoring, among other things, the sexual tension between Blanche DuBois and Stanley Kowalski, and Stella Kowalski’s passion for husband Stanley.

THE THIRD MAN (1949)
Holly Martins, a third-rate American pulp novelist, arrives in post-war Vienna, where he has been promised a job by his old friend Harry Lime. Upon his arrival, Martins discover that Lime has been killed in a traffic accident, and that his funeral is taking place immediately, At the graveside, Martins meets outwardly affable Major Calloway and actress Anna Schmidt, who tell him that the late Harry Lime was a thief and murderer. Outraged he then discovers that the man lying in the coffin was not Harry Lime at all – and that Lime is still very much alive.
THE USUAL SUSPECTS
Held in an L.A interrogation room, Verbal Kint (Spacey) attempts to convince the feds that a mythic crime lord not only exists, but was responsible for drawing him and his four partners into a multi-million dollar heist that ended with an explosion in San Pedro Harbour – leaving few survivors.

VIVA ZAPATA (1952)
This film follows the life of Mexican revolutionary leader Emiliano Zapata from his peasant upbringing, through his rise to power in the early 1900s, to his death. The film presents an interesting but fictionalized picture of Zapata. Zapata, the child of tenant-farmers, was joined by Pancho Villa in his rebellion against tyrannical President Porfirio Diaz.

WHITE CHRISTMAS (1954)
White Christmas is a treasure of Irving Berlin classics, among them “Count Your Blessings Instead of Sheep,” “Sisters,” “Blue Skies,” and the beloved holiday song, “white Christmas.” Two talented song-and-dance men team up after the war to become one of the hottest acts in show business. One winter, they join forces with a sister act and trek to Vermont for a white Christmas. Of course, there’s the requisite fun with the ladies, but the real adventure starts when Crosby & Kaye discover that the inn is run by their old army general who’s now in financial trouble. And the result is the stuff dreams are made of.

THE WILD ONE (1954)
In one of his most famous roles, Brando stars as the head of a motorcycle gang which terrorises a small town. He gets his first big chance at a normal life when he falls in love with a young local woman, but a psychotic rival to his position as leader threatens everything.
Comedy

ABIGAIL’S PARTY (2003)
As a get-together of neighbours turns from social embarrassment, to personal antagonism to crisis, the audience is manipulated into squirming and laughing but is ultimately shocked.

ABOUT A BOY (2002)
Will Freeman, a shallow thirty-something bachelor, lives a carefree life courtesy of his deceased father's fortune. Will is terrified of commitment and so decides that single mothers will make the easiest romantic targets... His world is turned around when he meets Marcus, a twelve year old boy who is the son of Fiona, his latest conquest. Marcus teaches Will that there is much more to life than loafing around in his London flat and worrying about the latest trends and fashions...

ABOUT SCHMIDT (2002)
On his retirement Warren Schmidt is uncertain about his future but when he loses his wife he has to come to terms with a son-in-law he dislikes and the waste he has made of his life...

ABSOLUTELY FABULOUS: THE MOVIE (2016)
Edina and Patsy are still oozing glitz and glamor, living the high life they are accustomed to. Blamed for a major incident at an uber fashionable launch party, they become entangled in a media storm and are relentlessly pursued by the paparazzi. Fleeing penniless to the glamorous playground of the super-rich, the French Riviera, they hatch a plan to make their escape permanent and live the high life forever more!
ALFIE (2004)
For Alfie, life was about enjoyed everything women could offer — one night at a time. From wealthy widows with a taste for younger men to his single-mom girlfriend, Alfie had it all.... and wasn’t looking for anything more. But when the consequences of his playboy lifestyle suddenly affect the women in his life and his best friend, Alfie begins to wonder if there is more to life than these fleeting romances. And if so, what’s it all about?

ANCHOR MAN (2004)
Will Ferrell is Ron Burgundy, a top-rated 1970’s San Diego anchorman who believes women have a place in the newsroom as long as they stick to covering fashion shows or late-breaking cooking stories. So when Ron is told he’ll be working with a bright young newswoman who’s beautiful, ambitious and smart enough to be more than eye candy, it’s not just a clash of two TV people with really great hair—it’s war!

Anchor Man 2
Seven years after capturing the heart of co-anchor Veronica Corningstone, newsman Ron Burgundy is offered the chance of a lifetime: a spot on the world's first 24-hour global cable news network. Ron quickly assembles his team: Champ Kind, Brian Moreantana and Brick Tamland. Challenged by his tough female boss, a network owner and a popular anchor, Ron and his pals must find their own way to the top of the ratings.

AS GOOD AS IT GETS (1996)
Melvin Udall is a novelist who delights in his own ability to offend, repulse, affront and wound - not minding who he upsets in the process. It takes waitress Carol Connelly and the unexpected act of kindness of babysitting a neighbour's dog to put him back on track.
BAD MOMS (2016)
When three overworked and under-appreciated moms are pushed beyond their limits, they ditch their conventional responsibilities for a long overdue freedom, fun and comedic self-indulgence.

BAYWATCH (2017)
Devoted lifeguard Mitch Buchannon butts heads with a brash new recruit, as they uncover a criminal plot that threatens the future of the bay.

BEDAZZLED (1967)
Desperate to win the girl of his dreams, timid short-order cook Stanley Moon sells his soul to the devil for seven wishes. With the magic words ‘Julie Andrews’ he becomes everything from a rock star to an intellectual to try and impress her. But the ‘horned one’ has a wicked sense of fun so things never quite go according to plan.

THE BIG CHILL (1983)
A compassionate look at a confused generation who have survived the passions of youth and grown through painful self-awareness into adulthood. Satirical comedy.

THE BIG SICK (2017)
Kumail, in the middle of becoming a budding stand-up comedian, meets Emily. Meanwhile, a sudden illness sets in forcing Emily to be put into a medically-induced coma. Kumail must navigate being a comedian, dealing with tragic illness, and placating his family's desire to let them fix him up with a spouse, while contemplating and figuring out who he really is and what he truly believes.
THE BIG SHORT (2015)
Four denizens in the world of high-finance predict the credit and housing bubble collapse in the mid 2000’s, and decide to take on the big banks for their greed and lack of foresight.

THE BOSS (2016)
A titan of industry is sent to prison after she’s caught insider trading. When she emerges ready to rebrand herself as America’s latest sweetheart, not everyone she screwed over is so quick to forgive and forget.

BREAKFAST CLUB (1985)
A diverse group of high schoolers forced to spend detention on a Saturday in the library. Forced to make the best of their circumstances, they learn to understand each other and discover that in spite of their initial differences, they actually share many common feelings and problems.

BRIDGET JONES’S BABY (2016)
Bridget’s focus on single life and her career is interrupted when she finds herself pregnant, but with one hitch ... she can only be fifty percent sure of the identity of her baby’s father.

BRIDGET JONES’S DIARY (2001)
Based on the novel by Helen Fielding, this is the story of a year in the life of Bridget Jones, a thirty-something woman, obsessed with her love life, weight, cigarette and alcohol intake. She falls for her boss, Daniel Cleaver, but when she discovers he is being less than faithful, her attention turns to the handsome Mark Darcy...
Having finally found the perfect man in gorgeous lawyer Mark Darcy, Bridget Jones is now faced with the even bigger challenge of keeping him! When her self-doubts return and her womanising ex-lover Daniel Cleaver reappears uninvited, Bridget gets entangled in a comic mix of bad advice, miscommunications and total disasters that could only happen to her.

BURN AFTER READING (2008)
When a disc filled with some of the CIA’s most irrelevant secrets gets in the hands of two determined, but dim witted, gym employees, the duo are intent on exploiting their find. But since blackmail is a trade better left for the experts, events soon spiral out of everyone’s and anyone’s control, resulting in a nonstop series of hilarious events

CALENDAR GIRLS (2003)
Based on a true story, this is the tale of Chris Harper and Annie Clark, members of the Rylstone Women's Institute in North Yorkshire. When Annie's husband is diagnosed leukaemia, the members of the WI decide to raise money for a new leukaemia unit at the local hospital. A nude calendar featuring the ladies is produced and quickly becomes a bestselling hit...

CHEF (2014)
After a controlling owner pushes him too far, Chef Carl Casper quits his position at a prestigious Los Angeles restaurant. As he tries to figure out what his next step should be, he finds himself in Miami. Carl joins forces with his ex-wife, best friend and son to launch a food truck business, and the venture provides a chance to reignite his passion for cooking – as well as his zest for life and love
DADS ARMY (2016)
The Walmington-on-Sea Home Guard platoon deal with a visiting female journalist and a Germans spy as World War II draws to its conclusion.

DODGEBALL (2004)
The nerdy owner of Average Joes Gym faces an ultimatum - he must raise $50,000 in 30 days or the gym faces closure. Together with his team of misfit regulars he enters a dodgeball tournament offering $50K to the winners. Standing in their way is the narcissistic owner of Globo Gym and his own team of preening gym members.

DOCTOR STRANGELOVE (1963)
Crazy American General, Jack D. Ripper, unleashes a nuclear strike force against Russia because he is convinced that they are tampering with his nation's water supplies. Even the sinister Dr. Strangelove is powerless to stop the eventual holocaust.

EDDIE IZZARD LIVE (2003)
Through Australia, New Zealand, Canada, USA, Ireland and the UK, this tour was performed to more people than there are in Iceland (280,000). Filmed in Eastbourne where his grandfather and father were born and where he went to school, this show is the funniest live show that could ever be performed by a warm blooded animal.

EDGE OF SEVENTEEN (1998)
A teenager copes with his sexuality on the last day of school in 1984. It shows him coping with being gay and being with friends. Brilliant Coming Out Flick Set in the New Wave Era of the Early 80s.
THEIR FINEST (2016)
A former secretart, newly appointed as a scriptwriter for propaganda films, joins the cast and crew of a major production while the Blitz rages around them.

FAWLTY TOWERS – THE COMPLETE COLLECTION

FORGETTING SARAH MARSHALL (2008)
Struggling musician Peter Bretter has spent five long and wonderful years idolising his celebrity girlfriend, television star Sarah Marshall. His perfect world comes crashing down when she suddenly dumps him for ‘that guy’ from ‘that band’. But his plan to leave his troubles behind suddenly backfires when he arrives to find his worst nightmare has only just begun.

FOUR WEDDINGS AND A FUNERAL (1993)
A young man, whose efforts to remain single are legendary amongst his friends, suddenly finds himself in love with an American woman who has recently attended this season's weddings.

THE FULL MONTY (1997)
A group of redundant steel workers stumble upon a money-making idea when they witness firsthand the popularity of a group of male strippers. They decide to form a club, put in some dance practice, present a show and strip completely naked.
GIRLS TRIP (2017)
When four lifelong friends travel to New Orleans for the annual Essence Festival, sisterhoods are rekindled, wild sides are rediscovered, and there's enough dancing, drinking, brawling, and romancing to make the Big Easy blush.

GREENFINGERS (2000)
Colin Briggs is serving a sentence for murder, and has all but given up on life. But after being transferred to an open prison in the heart of the Cotswolds and meeting one of the 'lifers' - Fergus - existences takes on a whole new meaning. With his eccentric passion for gardening, the ageing Fergus is the last man Colin would normally team up with. But when he plants some seeds for Fergus, Colin is strangely drawn to the garden.

HAIL CAESAR (2016)
Hail Caesar follows a day in the life of Eddie Mannix, a Hollywood fixer for Capitol Pictures in the 1950s, who cleans up and solves problems for big names and stars in the industry. But when studio star Baird Whitlock disappears, Mannix has to deal with more than just the fix.

THE HANGOVER (2009)
They planned a Vegas bachelor party that they would never forget. Now they really need to remember what exactly went down! What the guys did while partying can’t compare to what they must do sober in an outrageous caper that has them piecing together all their bad decisions from the night before – one hazy clue at a time. Director Todd Phillips and an all-aces comedy cast bring it big time with unpredictable situations that somehow all fit together.
HAMPSTEAD (2017)
An American widowed woman left in debt by her unfaithfull husband finds a man living on the land of Hampstead. He lives in a broken down shack but happy with his life. One day she spots him being beaten up so calls the police and goes to see him, so after this she starts to fall for him and helps him from being evicted.

HAROLD AND KUMAR GET THE MUNCHIES
In the great cinematic tradition of Road Trip and Dude, Where's My Car?, comes this film about two likeable underdogs who set out on a Friday night quest to satisfy their craving for White Castle hamburgers and end up on an epic journey of deep thoughts, deeper inhaling and a wild road trip.

THE HERO (2017)
Lee Hayden is a veteran actor of Westerns whose career's best years are behind him after his one really great film, "The Hero". Now, scraping by with voice-overs for commercials, Lee learns that he has a terminal prognosis of pancreatic cancer. Now facing a profound emotional conflict of having a potential career comeback, Lee must finally come to terms with both realities when he finally confesses his situation to the one person he can.

THE HOLIDAY (2006)
Iris and Amanda are two women who couldn’t be more different – one lives in a cosy English cottage, the other in a swanky Hollywood estate – but who are alike in their mutual bad luck with men.
In a desperate need of an escape, they meet online and impulsively switch homes. Both find the last thing either wants or expects – a new romance – and discover that a change of address really can change your life.
A HOLOGRAM FOR THE KING (2016)
A failed American sales rep looks to recoup his loses by traveling to Saudi Arabia and selling his company’s product to a wealthy monarch.

HOW TO BE SINGLE (2016)
A group of young adults navigate love and relationships in New York City.

INTOLERABLE CRUELTY (2003)
Miles Massey is a top divorce attorney who is hired to represent Rex Rexroth, a wealthy businessman against Marilyn, his gold-digging wife. Miles becomes attracted to Marilyn but manages to win the case. Now Marilyn is out for revenge...

THE INTERN (2015)
70-year-old widower Ben Whittaker has discovered that retirement isn't all it's cracked up to be. Seizing an opportunity to get back in the game, he becomes a senior intern at an online fashion site, founded and run by Jules Ostin.

JUNO (2007)
Juno MacGuff is a cool, confident teenager who takes a nine month detour into adulthood when she is faced with an unplanned pregnancy—and sets out to find the perfect parents for her baby.

KINGSMAN: THE SECRET SERVICE
Based upon the acclaimed comic book, Kingsman: The Secret Service tells the story of a super-secret spy organization that recruits an unrefined but promising street kid into the agency's ultra-competitive training program just as a global threat emerges from a twisted tech genius.
KINGSMAN: THE GOLDEN CIRCLE (2017)
When their headquarters are destroyed and the world is held hostage, the Kingsman’s journey leads them to the discovery of an allied spy organization in the US. These two elite secret organizations must band together to defeat a common enemy.

KINKY BOOTS (2005)
A man finds an unlikely ally in Lola, a brassy cabaret singer, in his effort to save his father's shoe factory.

THE LADY IN THE VAN (2015)
The Lady in the Van tells the true story of Alan Bennett's strained friendship with Miss Mary Shepherd, an eccentric homeless woman whom Bennett befriended in the 1970s before allowing her temporarily to park her Bedford van in the driveway of his Camden home.

LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE (2006)
Father Richard is desperately trying to sell his motivational success programme...with no success. Meanwhile, “pro-honesty” mom Sheryl lends support to her eccentric family, including her depressed brother, fresh out of the hospital after being jilted by his lover. Then there are the younger Hoovers – the seven-year-old, would be beauty queen Olive and Dwayne, a Nietzsche-reading teen who has taken a vow of silence. Topping off the family is the foul-mounted grandfather; whose outrageous behaviour recently got him evicted his retirement home. When Olive is invited to compete in the “Little Miss Sunshine” pageant in far-off California, the family piles into their rusted-out VW but to rally behind her – with riotously funny results.
LOOK AT ME (2004)
A witty story of friendship, ambition and betrayal in the Parisian literary world. The central figure is Lolita Cassard, a self-conscious 20-year-old, who worries about her figure. She would love to be considered ‘beautiful’ in the eyes of her father, renowned author Etienne Cassard.

LOVE ACTUALLY (2003)
Set in the weeks leading up to Christmas, this is the story of a group of people who find themselves surrounded by love. The new Prime Minister falls for his personal assistant, Prime Minister's sister Karan who realises that her husband is attracted to his secretary. Jamie who flees England escaping from his unfaithful girlfriend and falls for his housekeeper. John and Judy, who become attracted to each other on the film set. Recently widowed Daniel who helps his stepson who is smitten with one of his class-mates and Billy Mack, an ageing rock star who discovers love can in the most unlikely of places...

MAN IS A WOMAN (2005)
Simon, a gay man living Paris, whose homophobic uncle offers him 10 million Francs to get married, produce children and continue the family name. Tempted by the cash and encouraged by his unscrupulous mother, Simon reluctantly accepts the offer and begins to woo Rosalie, a fervently devout Yiddish soprano who is saving herself for the right man.

THE MAN WHO SUED GOD (2001)
The story of Steve whose fishing boat is destroyed by lightning. When his insurance company decide not to pay out saying it was an 'act of God', he decides to sue God...
MEET THE FOCKERS (2005)
Domestic disaster looms for male nurse Greg Focker when his straight-laced, ex-CIA father in law asks to meet his wildly unconventional mum and dad. It’s family bonding gone hysterically haywire, in this must-see comedy!

Male nurse Greg Focker is poised to propose to his girlfriend Pam during a weekend stay at her parents’ home. But here’s the catch...he needs to ask her father first. Als, the fur flies as Jack Byrnes, Pam’s cat-crazy, ex-CIA father, takes an immediate dislike to her less-than-truthful beau. Greg’s quest for approval gets seriously sidetracked as Murphy’s Law takes over and a hilarious string of mishaps turns him into a master of disaster.

MICHAEL MCINTYRE – HELLO WEMBLEY (2009)
‘Hello Wembley’ follows up the biggest selling debut stand-up DVD of all time ‘Live and Laughing’ with an even bigger and better show.

MISS CONGENIALITY (2000)
A killer threatens the lives of the women taking part in a Miss United States beauty pageant. The FBI send in an agent undercover in the hopes of catching the killer and protecting the contestants...

MISS CONGENIALITY 2: ARMED AND FABULOUS (2005)
Following her undercover mission at the Miss United States Pageant, Gracie Hart is used as a PR machine to generate a positive image of the FBI. Desperate to get back to real police work, Gracie is soon teamed up with Sam Fuller to investigate the kidnappings of Cheryl Frasier and Stan Fields - two women with associations to the Pageant...
MR MORGAN’S LAST LOVE (2013)
In Paris, a suicidal widower and a sunny dance teacher become friends, but their bond may not be enough to ameliorate the widowers grief.

MUSIC AND LYRICS (2007)
First you’re hot, then you’re not... and then you’re Alex Fletcher. So when the new sizzling tween queen on the charts asks the ha-been’80s pop sensation to write her a song, he grabs for another chance at stardom. Enter Sophie Fisher, his beguiling if quirky plant lady, who has an unexpected green thumb for lyrics.

MY BEAUTIFUL LAUNDERETTE (1985)
Set in the Pakistani community of London, The film follows young Omar who enlists a friend's help to run an inherited laundrette. Together they transform it into a veritable palace, with space invaders and video screens... but trouble is only a step away.

MY BEST FRIENDS WEDDING (1997)
When a woman’s long-time friend reveals he is engaged, she realises she loves him herself and sets out to get him, with only days before the wedding.

MY BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING (2002)
A young Greek woman defies her family and falls in love with a non-Greek. Her boyfriend has to accept her Greek family, her father has to accept him and she has to accept herself.
NATIONAL LAMPOON’S CHRISTMAS VACATION (1989)
It's Christmas time and the Griswolds are preparing for a family seasonal celebration, but things never run smoothly for Clark, his wife Ellen and their two kids. Clark's continual bad luck is worsened by his obnoxious family guests, but he manages to keep going knowing that his Christmas bonus is due soon.

THE NICE GUYS (2016)
In 1970s Los Angeles, a mismatched pair of private eyes investigates a missing girl and the mysterious death of a porn star.

NOTTING HILL (1999)
A famous actress in disguise in London runs into a divorced bookstore owner. They strike up a friendship with each other as they each find something that was previously missing from their own lives.

THE OTHER WOMAN (2014)
New York lawyer Carly Whitten lives by strict rules when it comes to romantic relationships. But when she falls for a suave, handsome Mark King, she begins an affair with him. A surprise visit to Mark’s home reveals that he is married to devoted house wife Kate.

THE PARTY (2017)
Janet hosts a party to celebrate her new promotion, but once the guests arrive it becomes clear that not everything is going to go down as smoothly as the red wine.
PETER SELLERS THE PARTY
Your are invited to the hottest, funniest, most outrageous party Hollywood ever threw! Packed with gorgeous models, ravishing starlets, powerful producers and even a baby elephant. This comic masterpiece evokes near continuous howling laughter and stars the inimitable comic genius Peter Sellers!

PRIZZI’S HONOR, A MAFIA HITMAN (1985)
A Mafia hitman working for the Prizzi family falls in love with an L.A. blonde. She turns out to be a freelance killer intent on ripping off the Prizzis. Does he marry her or 'ice' her?

ROUGH NIGHT (2017)
Five best friends from college reunite 10 years later for a wild bachelorette weekend in Miami. Their hard partying takes a hilariously dark turn when they accidentally kill a male stripper. Amidst the craziness of trying to cover it up, they're ultimately brought closer together when it matters most.

THE SECOND BEST EXOTIC MARIGOLD HOTEL (2015)
As the Best Exotic Marigold Hotel has only a single remaining vacancy - posing a rooming predicament for two fresh arrivals - Sonny pursues his expansionist dream of opening a second hotel.

SEX AND THE CITY (2008)
For too long, Carrie Bradshaw has been looking for love in all the wrong places... but in all the right shoes. In this much-anticipated movie event, Carrie, Samantha, Charlotte, and Miranda are back, four years after the hit TV series ended. As they continue the joggle career, relationships, motherhood and life in Manhattan, the girls realise that more than ever, true friendship never goes out of style.
SEX AND THE CITY 2 (2010)
What happens after you say ‘I do’? Ife is everything the ladies ever wished it could be, but it wouldn’t be *sex and the city* if life didn’t hold a few more surprises. After all, sometimes you just have to get away with the girls.

SHAKESPEARE IN LOVE (1998)
Shakespeare in Love is a romantic comedy telling the witty, sexy, story behind the creation of the greatest love story of them all – Romeo and Juliet. Winner of 7 Academy Awards including Best Picture & Best Actress

SIDEWAYS (2004)
A wine-tasting road trip through California’s Central Coast takes an unexpected detour as Miles and Jack, two 30 something mature along the way. The comically mismatched pair soon finds themselves drowning in wine, women... and laughter!

SISTERS (2015)
Two sisters decide to throw one last house party before their parents sell their family home.

SNATCHED (2017)
When her boyfriend dumps her before their exotic vacation, a young woman persuades her ultra-cautious mother to travel with her to paradise, with unexpected results.

ST. TRINIAN’S (2007)
St. Trinian’s is facing a financial crisis. The new Education Minister is an old flame of the headmistress but is determined to bring discipline and order to the anarchic school. A motley crew of teachers, and ruthless pupils join forces to steal the famous painting “Girl With A Pear Earring” from the National Gallery.
STARSKY AND HUTCH (2005)
Starsky and Hutch is based on the 70's TV series. It stars Ben Stiller as Starsky who takes his job as a cop way too seriously. While Owen Wilson plays Hutch who doesn't take his job seriously as well. Stiller and Wilson are perfect for the parts.

THE STING (1973)
Winner of 7 Academy Awards including Best Picture, The Sting is one of the most popular and critically acclaimed films of all time. Set in the 1930’s this intricate comedy caper deals with an ambitious small-time crook and veteran con man who seek revenge on the vicious crime lord who murdered one of their gang. How this group pf charlatans puts “the sting” on their enemy makes for the greatest double-cross in movie history, complete with an amazing surprise finish.

SUMMER STORM (2004)
Tobi and Achim, the pride of the local crew club, have been the best of friends for years and are convinced that nothing will ever stand in the way of their friendship. They look forward to the upcoming summer camp and the crew competition.

TERMS OF ENDEARMENT (1983)
Adapted from Larry McMurtry’s novel, the storyline deals with the often tempestuous relationship between a mother and daughter over the span of thirty years.
THREE BILLBOARDS OUTSIDE EBBING, MISSOURI (2017)
After months have passed without a culprit in her daughter's murder case, Mildred Hayes makes a bold move, painting three signs leading into her town with a controversial message directed at William Willoughby the town's revered chief of police. When his second-in-command Officer Dixon, an immature mother's boy with a penchant for violence, gets involved, the battle between Mildred and Ebbing's law enforcement is only exacerbated.

THIS IS 40 (2012)
Pete & Debbie are both about to turn 40, their kids hate each other, both of their businesses are failing, they’re on the verge of losing their house and their relationship is threatening to fall apart.

TRAINWRECK (2015)
Since she was a little girl, it's been drilled into Amy's head by her rascal of a dad that monogamy isn't realistic. When she finds herself starting to fall for the subject of the new article she's writing, Amy starts to wonder if other grown-ups, including this guy who really seems to like her, might be on to something.

TROPIC THUNDER (2008)
A film crew is in Southeast Asia filming a Vietnam-war memoir. It's early in the shooting, but they're already behind schedule and over budget. On the day an accident befalls the novice director, the cast and crew are attacked by a gang of poppy-growing local drug dealers, except the cast and crew don't realize these aren't actors who are stalking them.
A WALK IN THE WOODS (2015)
After spending two decades in England, Bill Bryson returns to the U.S., where he decides the best way to connect with his homeland is to hike the Appalachian Trail with one of his oldest friends.

WEDDING CRASHERS (2005)
John and Jeremy, single in their mid-30s, mediate divorces in D.C.; their summer social life consists of crashing weddings (always with a back story) to meet young women for a one-night stand. As John thinks about growing up, Jeremy convinces him to go to one more, for the daughter of the Treasury Secretary. Each catches the eye of a daughter of the host. Jeremy scores with Gloria, who proves to be a psycho clinger; John wants real romance with Claire, but she has a boyfriend, a privileged hound.

WHAT A GIRL WANTS (2003)
Daphne, who is only seventeen, travels from New York to England in search of her father. He doesn't know he had a daughter with an American girlfriend and his family never approved of the woman either.

YOUTH (2015)
A retired orchestra conductor is on holiday with his daughter and his film director best friend in the Alps when he receives an invitation from Queen Elizabeth II to perform for Prince Phillip’s birthday.
Crime

AMERICAN GANGSTER (2007)
Armed with ruthless, streetwise tactics and a strict sense of honour, crime boss Frank Lucas rules Harlem’s chaotic drug underworld. When outcast cop Richie Roberts sets out to bring down Lucas’s multimillion-dollar empire, it plunges both men into a legendary confrontation.

AMERICAN PASTORAL (2016)
Based on the Pulitzer prize winning Phillip Roth novel, American Pastoral follows a family whose seemingly idyllic existence is shattered by the social and political turmoil of the 1960’s.

THE ASSASSINATION OF JASSE JAMES (2007)
Everyone in 1880s America knows Jesse James. He’s the nation’s most notorious criminal, hunted by the law in 10 states. He’s also the land’s greatest hero, lauded as a Robin Hood by the public. Robert Ford, meanwhile, is a nobody. That, however, isn’t something the ambitious 19-year-old will settle for. He’ll befriend Jesse, join his gang and gain his confidence, and eventually become his downfall.

THE BUSINESS (2005)
Set in the Thatcher era with the cool sounds of the 80's, THE BUSINESS is an action packed gangster flick set in Spain's sun drenched Costa Del crime. Frankie, is on the run from the high-rise's of South London to a new life in Malaga with nothing but a tin stuffed full of cash. Having no idea that this delivery of cash to super-suave playboy and ex-con, Charlie, will change his life forever, he soon becomes one of the gang, and finds himself drawn into a flamboyant and violent world of organized crime.
CAPOTE (2005)
Starring an extraordinary Philip Seymour Hoffman as the legendary Truman Capote, the film concentrates on the seven-year period during which Capote wrote his groundbreaking non-fiction novel, *IN COLD BLOOD*.

THE DEPARTED (2006)
Rookie cop Billy Costigan grew up in crime. That makes him the perfect mole, the man on the inside of the mob run by boss Franck Costello. It’s his job to win Costello’s trust and help his detective handlers bring Costello down. Meanwhile, SIU officer Collin Sullivan has everyone’s trust. No one suspects he’s Costello’s mole. How there covert lives cross and collide is at the ferocious core of the widely acclaimed The Departed.

THE DEVIL’S OWN
When a New York cop, Tom O’Meara, agrees to open his family home to Rory Devaney, he doesn’t know that he is about to shelter a dangerous and wanted terrorist. Accepted into Tom’s family, Rory discovers a tranquillity that he has never previously experienced. But Rory’s terrorist mission is calling and when he finally has to answer, it is Tom who must hunt him down… and who becomes Rory’s sole chance of getting out alive.

ESCOBAR (2016)
Nicko and his brother take off from Canada in search of an easier life on the beaches of Colombia. Nicko meets a girl in the local village and they quickly fall in love, only for Nicko to later find out that Maria’s uncle is the drug trafficker, Pablo Escobar.
THE FRENCH CONNECTION & FRENCH CONNECTION TWO (1971 & 1975)
New York City detectives “Popeye” Doyle and Buddy Russo hope to break a narcotics smuggling ring and ultimately uncover The French Connection. Based on a true story, this action-filled thriller, with its renowned chase scene, won five Academy Awards, in 1971, including Best Picture, Best Director & Best Actor.

THE GIRL ON THE TRAIN (2016)
The Girl on the Train is the story of Rachel Watson's life post-divorce. Every day, she takes the train in to work in New York, and every day the train passes by her old house. As she attempts to not focus on her pain, she starts watching a couple who live a few houses down -- Megan and Scott Hipwell.

THE GODFATHER TRILOGY (1972)
The Godfather is a Chilling portrait of a Sicilian family’s rise and near fall from power in America, and the passage of rites from father to son. Based on the novel by Mario Puzo. The Godfather Part II is the sequel which continues the saga of two generations of power within the Corleone family. The Godfather Part III is the third part of the epic story in which Michael searches for his successor and a way of freeing his family from crime.

GONE GIRL (2014)
The film unearths the secrets at the heart of modern marriage. On his fifth wedding anniversary, Nick Dunne reports that his wife, Amy, has gone missing. Under pressure from the police and growing media frenzy, Nick’s portrait of blissful union begins to crumble. Soon his lies, deceits and strange behaviours have everyone asking the same question: Did Nick Dunne kill his wife?
IN BRUGES (2008)
Having just carried out a particularly difficult hit in London, two hit men seek shelter in Bruges, Belgium only find their views on life and death permanently altered by their interactions with the locals, the tourists, and a film crew.

IN THE HEAT OF THE NIGHT (1967)
Virgil Tibbs, a black Philadelphia homicide detective, becomes unwittingly embroiled in the murder investigation of a prominent businessman when he is first accused of the crime – and then asked to solve it! Finding the killer proves to be difficult especially when his efforts are thwarted by the town Sheriff. But neither man can solve this case alone.

MICHAEL CLAYTON (2008)
Michael Clayton (George Clooney) has done his law firm’s dirty work for years. Now the top lawyer’s gone insane and there’s a conspiracy against their biggest client from the inside. Michael Clayton is a heart-pounding, action-packed thriller that cuts a vicious path to the darkest heart of New York City.

MONEY MONSTER (2016)
Financial TV host Lee Gates and his producer Patty are put in an extreme situation when an irate investor takes over their studio.

MURDER ON THE ORIENT EXPRESS (2017)
Hercule Poirot, the best detective in the world decides to leave on the Orient Express. The train accidentally gets stopped because of a small avalanche. Little did he know that a murder was planned and that a person on this train was able of committing such crime. Will he solve this murder before the train starts working again?
NOCTURNAL ANIMALS (2016)
A wealthy art gallery owner receives a draft of her ex-husband’s new novel, and once she starts reading it she just cannot put it down.

OCEANS TWELVE (2004)
They’re back. And then some. Twelve is the new eleven when Danny Ocean and pals return in a sequel to the cool caper that saw them pull off a $160-million heist. But $160 million doesn’t go as far as it used to. Not with everyone spending like sailors on leave. Not with Vegas big-shot Terry Benedict out to recover his dough. And not with a mysterious someone stalking Danny and crew.

OCEAN’S THIRTEEN (2007)
What are the odds of getting even? Danny Ocean and the gang are going back to Vegas and this time there’s only one reason to pull-off their most ambitious and risky casino heist – to defend one of their own. When ruthless casino owner Willy Bank double-crosses one of the Eleven, Danny and the gang see if they can break “The Bank” Place your bets!

OUR KIND OF TRAITOR (2016)
A couple finds themselves lured into a Russian oligarch’s plans to defect, and are soon positioned between the Russian Mafia and the British Secret Service, neither of whom they can trust.
THE PROPOSITION (2006)
In the harsh, unforgiving landscape of the Outback, Charlie Burns is presented with an impossible proposition by local law enforcer Captain Stanley. To save his younger brother Mikey from the gallows he must track down and kill Arthur, his psychotic older brother. While Charlie is forced to choose between revenge, loyalty and his own conscience, Stanley, having given up a civilised life in England, is determined to impose law and order and shield his innocent wife Martha from the brutalities of their new surroundings.

PUBLIC ENEMIES (2009)
From visionary director Michael Mann comes the film inspired by one of the country’s most captivating and infamous outlaws – John Dillinger. Johnny Depp stars as the charismatic and elusive bank robber marked by the FBI as America’s “Public Enemy Number One.” Hunted relentlessly by top FBI agent Melvin Purvis, Dillinger engages in an escalating game of cat and mouse that culminates in an explosive legendary showdown.

PULP FICTION (1994)
Three interconnected stories of petty thugs in the seedy underworld of Los Angeles where smart talk, quick fire humour and confrontation are a way of life.

REGULAR GUYS (1996)
Christoph, cop and self-confident macho, has trouble with his fiancé. After a long night he wakes up in the arms of Edgar, a good-looking, gay auto-mechanic. Working together with a new, good-looking, very self-confident, female colleague, but living with a good-looking gay guy makes him pretty uncertain about his sexuality and his role as a cop.
ROAD TO PERDITION (2002)
Michael Sullivan commits murder in the name of his boss, John Rooney.
Everything is changed when Sullivan's son is witness to a brutal murder at the hands of Rooney's son Connor...

SUBURBICON (2017)
As a 1950’s suburban community self-destructs, a home invasion has sinister consequences for one seemingly normal family.

UNFORGIVEN (1992)
Unforgiven is a modern classic that “summarizes everything I feel about the Western,” director/star Clint Eastwood told the Los Angeles Times. Unforgiven rode off with four 1992 Academy Awards, including Best Picture, Director, Supporting Actor and Editing. Eastwood and Morgan Freeman play retired outlaws who pick up their guns one last time to collect a bounty. Richard Harris is an ill-fated killer-for-hire. And Hackman is a lawman of sly charm.... and chilling brutality.
Drama

12 YEARS A SLAVE
The incredible true story of one man’s fight for survival and freedom. Its is 1841 and Solomon Northup, a free black man from upstate New York, is abducted and sold into slavery. Stripped of his identity and deprived of all dignity, Northup is purchased by ruthless plantation owner Edwin Epps and must find the strength within to survive.

AMERICAN BEAUTY (2006)
A funny, moving and shocking journey through life in suburban America. Fortysomething ad man Lester Burnham and his status seeking wife’s marriage and lives slowly unravel. Lester’s wife hates him, his daughter Jane Regards him with contempt, and his boss is positioning him for the axe. Lester decides to make a few changes in his life; the freer he gets, the happier he gets, but at the ultimate price. An acclaimed cast led by the brilliant Kevin Spacey, American Beauty won 5 Oscars including Best Picture.

AND WHEN DID YOU LAST SEE YOUR FATHER?
From Scholarly Blake’s fraught and sometimes humiliating teenage years growing up with a charismatic, overbearing and adulterous father; through to the ultimate grief of watching him die, the story takes us on a heart-rending and often humorous journey in which Blake revisits his past, comes to terms with some difficult home truths and finally learns to accept that one’s parents are not always accountable to their children.
ATONEMENT (2007)
Through a series of catastrophic misunderstandings, Robbie Turner is accused of a crime he did not commit. This accusation destroys Robbie and Cecilia’s new found love and dramatically alters the course of their lives.

AUSTRALIA (2008)
This spectacular action adventure is set in the wilds of the Australian outback at the beginning of the 1940s. English aristocrat Lady Ashley must save her newly inherited cattle ranch from a dangerous rival businessman. Forced to drive her stock north to safety, she enlists the help of the rugged Drover and a mysterious orphaned Aboriginal boy. Together, they embark on an emotional and dangerous journey across a breathtaking terrain where only the strongest can survive.

Howard Hugues grew famous for his Hollywood Movies, aviation records and glamorous women. He held a bold vision of the future and lived his dreams believing nothing could stop him.

BABEL (2006)
Pain is universal... but so is hope. From acclaimed Director Alejandro Gonzales Inarritu (Amores Perros, 21 Grams) comes the third film in his trilogy, Babel, a critically celebrated and emotionally gripping film about the barriers that separate humankind. A tragic accident in Morocco sets off a chain of events that will link four groups of people who, divided by cultural differences and vast distances, will discover a shared destiny that ultimately connects them.
THE BALLAD OF CABLE HOGUE (1970)
It’s 1908. The West has changed. Grizzled frontiersman Cable Hogue hasn’t. Despite the fortune he’s made selling water to thirsty desert travellers, he lies in wait. Someday two no-account desert rats – who long ago robbed Hogue and left him to die in the baking Arizona sand – will drop by for a drink.

A BEAUTIFUL MIND (2001)
Winner of 4 Academy Awards including Best Picture, A Beautiful Mind stars Russell Crowe in an astonishing performance as brilliant mathematician John Nash, on the brink of international acclaim when he becomes entangled in a mysterious conspiracy. Now only his devoted wife can help him in this powerful story of courage, passion and triumph.

BEGIN AGAIN (2013)
Gretta and her song writing partner/lover Dave head for New York when he lands a record deal with a major label. However, Gretta is suddenly left on her own when Dave gives in to the temptations that come with his newfound success. Things take a turn for the better when Dan, a disgraced record executive, discovers Gretta performing in a club. A mutually life-changing bond forms between the pair as they work together on Gretta's first album.

THE BEST OF ME (2014)
The story of Dawson and Amanda, two former high school sweethearts who find themselves reunited after 20 years apart, when they return to their small town for the funeral of the beloved friend. Their bittersweet reunion reignites the love they've never forgotten, but soon they discover the forces that drove them apart twenty years ago live on, posing even more serious threats today.
BLACK BOOK (2007)
September 1944 – Nazi occupied Holland. When her temporary safe house is destroyed by a bomb, the beautiful young Jewish chanteuse Rachel Stein joins fellow refugees in an attempt to reach safe Allied territory by boat. Tragedy strikes when a Nazi patrol intercepts their escape, ruthlessly killing everybody onboard including Rachel’s family; only Rachel escapes the massacre. Embittered and desperate for revenge, she joins the Resistance where, assigned a new identity as the blond Ellies de Vries, she is charged with infiltrating the German Security Service by seducing senior officer Munze.

THE BLINDSIDE (2009)
Michael has no idea who his father is and his mother is a drug addict. Michael has had little formal education and few skills to help him learn. Leigh Anne soon takes charge however, as is her nature, ensuring that the young man has every opportunity to succeed. When he expresses an interest in football, she goes all out to help him, including giving the coach a few ideas on how best to use Michael’s skills. They not only provide him with a loving home, but hire a tutor to help him improve his grades to the point where he would qualify for an NCAA Division I athletic scholarship.

BOBBY (2006)
At 12.15am on 5 June 1968, Robert F. Kennedy was shot and fatally wounded. Bobby focuses on the ordinary people whose lives intersected in the hours leading up to one of the most important events in America’s recent past.
THE BOOK THIEF (2013)
Based on the beloved best-selling book comes the story of a girl who transforms the lives of those around her during World War II, Germany.

THE BOY IN THE STRIPED PYJAMAS (2008)
Set during World War II, a story seen through the innocent eyes of Bruno, the eight-year-old son of the commandant at a concentration camp, whose forbidden friendship with a Jewish boy on the other side of the camp fence has startling and unexpected consequences.

BOYHOOD (2014)
The joys and pitfalls of growing up are seen through the eyes of a child named Mason, his parents and his sister. Vignettes, filmed with the same cast over the course of 12 years, capture family meals, road trips, birthday party, graduations and other important milestones. Songs from Coldplay, Arcade Fire and other artists capture the time period.

BRIDESHEAD REVISITED (2008)
Based on Evelyn Waugh's 1945 classic British novel, Brideshead Revisited is a poignant story of forbidden love and the loss of innocence set in England prior to the Second World War.

BRIDGE OF SPIES (2015)
During the Cold War, an American lawyer is recruited to defend an arrested Soviet spy in court and then help the CIA facilitate an exchange of the spy for the Soviet captured American U2 spy plane pilot, Francis Gray Powers.
BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN (2005)
An epic love story set against the sweeping vistas of Alberta's Rocky Mountains, Brokeback Mountain tells the story of two young men who meet in the summer of 1963, and unexpectedly forge a lifelong connection, one whose complications, joys and tragedies provide a testament to the endurance and power of love.

BROOKLYN (2015)
An Irish immigrant lands in 1950s Brooklyn, where she quickly falls into a romance with a local. When her past catches up with her, however, she must choose between two countries and the lives that exist within

BURNT (2015)
Adam Jones (Bradley Cooper) is a chef who destroyed his career with drugs and diva behaviour. He cleans up and returns to London determined to redeem himself by spearheading a top restaurant that can gain three Michelin stars.

CAROL (2015)
Carol follows two women from very different backgrounds who find themselves in an unexpected love affair in 1950s New York. As conventional norms of the time challenge their undeniable attraction, an honest story emerges to reveal the resilience of the heart in the face of change.
CHANGELING (2008)
Los Angeles, 1928. When single mother Christine Collins leaves for work, her son vanishes without a trace. Five months later, the police reunite mother and son; but he isn’t her boy. Driven by one woman’s relentless quest for the truth, the case exposes a world of corruption, captivates the public and changes LA forever.

CHARIOTS OF FIRE (1981)
England’s finest athletes have begun their quest for glory in the 1924 Olympic Games. Winner of four Academy Awards including Best Picture, Chariots of Fire is the inspiring true story of Harold Abrahams, Eric Liddell and the team that brought Britain one of its greatest sports victories.

CIDER HOUSE RULES (1999)
The story of Homer Wells, a young man who strives to find where he belongs. He has lived nearly all his life in St. Cloud's Orphanage under the watchful eye of Dr. Larch. Based on John Irving's best-selling classic.

CINDERELLA MAN (2005)
During the Great Depression, a common-man hero, James J. Braddock--a.k.a. the Cinderella Man--was to become one of the most surprising sports legends in history. His career appeared to be finished, he was unable to pay the bills, the only thing that mattered to him--his family--was in danger, and he was even forced to go on Public Relief. But deep inside, Jim Braddock never relinquished his determination. Driven by love, honour and an incredible dose of grit, he willed an impossible dream to come true.
CLOSER (2004)
Director Mike Nichols brings Patrick Marber’s highly acclaimed theatrical tour de force closer to the screen. An uncompromisingly honest look at modern relationships, Closer is the story of four strangers – their dance meetings, instant attractions and brutal betrayals.

COACH CARTER
With the players, the parents, and the community rallying to get the team back on the court, Carter must overcome the obstacles of his environment and show the young men a future that stretches beyond gangs, drugs, prison and even basketball.

COLLATERAL BEAUTY (2016)
Retreating from life after a tragedy, a man questions the universe by writing to Love, Time and Death. Receiving unexpected answers, he begins to see how these things interlock and how even loss can reveal moments of meaning and beauty.

COLD MOUNTAIN (2004)
Based on the novel by Charles Frazier, this drama tells the story of a couple who are in love but are separated by the American Civil War. Ada is left to cope with life in the wilderness. Following the death of her father and her lover's absence she is saved by the arrival of Ruby, a traveller. Meanwhile Inman, her lover, deserts his post in the Confederate Army and begins an eventful journey back home.

THE COMPLETE TALKING HEADS (1998)
Alan Bennett’s two series of moving and affectionate monologues delivered by the cream of British acting talent have become television drama classics.
THE CONSTANT GARDENER (2005)
In a remote area of Northern Kenya, activist Tessa Quayle is found brutally murdered. Tessa's companion appears to have fled the scene and the evidence points to a crime of passion.

CRASH (2005)
Set in post 9/11 Los Angeles, this urban drama follows several characters of different races and social class, observing how their beliefs and prejudices affect them when they interact and collide within a 36-hour period.

CREED (2015)
The former World Heavyweight Champion Rocky Balboa serves as a trainer and mentor to Adonis Johnson, the son of his late friend and former rival Apollo Creed.

CRY FREEDOM (1987)
A dramatic re-telling of the life of South African anti-apartheid activist Stephen Biko, as seen through the eyes of his friend, liberal white editor, Donald Woods. A devastating indictment of racial oppression in South Africa.

THE CURIOUS CASE OF BENJAMIN BUTTON (2008)
From his birth in New Orleans in 1918, across the high seas, through the bombing of Pearl Harbour, and back home again – Benjamin’s journey is as extraordinary and common as any man’s life can be.
DANCES WITH WOLVES (1990)
Assigned to a remote outpost in the 1860’s West Lt. John Dunbar fears the nearby Sioux Indians expects to fight them. Instead, he befriends them and becomes the man in the middle of a bushfire tension: the conflict between U.S expansion and Native Americans.

THE DANISH GIRL (2015)
A fictitious story loosely inspired by the lives of Danish artists Lili Elbe and Gerda Wegner. Lili and Gerda’s marriage and work evolve as they navigate Lili’s ground breaking journey as a transgender pioneer.

THE DEVIL WEARS PRADA (2006)
As assistant to impossibly demanding New York fashion magazine editor Miranda Priestly, young Andy Sachs has landed a job that a million girls would die for. Unfortunately, her heaven-sent appointment as Miranda’s personal whipping girl just might be the death of her!

DOUBT (2009)
Sister Aloysius Beauvier, the rigid and fear-inspiring principle of the Saint Nicholas Church School, suffers an extreme dislike for the progressive and popular parish priest Father Flynn. Looking for wrongdoing in every corner, Sister Aloysius believes she’s uncovered the ultimate sin when she hears Father Flynn has taken special interest in a troubled boy.
THE DUCHESS
A chronicle of the life of 18th century aristocrat Georgina, Duchess of Devonshire, an ancestor of Princess Diana who was alternately celebrated and reviled for her extravagant political and personal life. From Georgina’s passionate and doomed affair with Earl Grey to the complex ménage à trios with her husband and her best friend, Lady Bess Foster, The Duchess is a very contemporary tale of fame, notoriety and the search for love.

THE ENGLISH PATIENT (1996)
After badly burned pilot is pulled from the wreckage of his plane in the Sahara Desert, he’s placed in the care of an army nurse and identified only as “the English patient”. As his memory slowly returns, a passionate and consuming love affair with a married woman is unveiled, and lives from both past and the present become inextricably altered.

EVERYTHING EVERYTHING (2017)
A 17 year old girl, Madeline, who has spent her whole life confined to her home falls for the boy next door.

FAR FROM THE MADDING CROWD (1967)
This is the story of independent, beautiful and headstrong Bathsheba Everdene, who attracts three very different suitors; this timeless story of Bathsheba's choices and passions explores the nature of relationships and love- as well as the human ability to overcome hardships through resilience and perseverance.
THE FAULT IN OUR STARTS (2014)
Hazel Grace Lancaster, a sixteen year old cancer patient, meets and falls in love with Gus Waters, a similarly afflicted teen from her cancer support group. Hazel feels that Gus really understands her. They both share the same acerbic wit and a love of books, especially Grace’s touchstone, “An Imperial Affliction” by Peter Van Houton. When Gus scores an invitation to meet the reclusive author, he and Hazel embark on the adventure of their brief lives.

FIELD OF DREAMS (1989)
Iowa farmer Ray Kinsella hears a voice in his corn field tell him, "If you build it, he will come." He interprets this message as an instruction to build a baseball field on his farm, upon which appear the ghosts of Shoeless Joe Jackson and the other seven Chicago White Sox players banned from the game for throwing the 1919 World Series. When the voices continue, Ray seeks out a reclusive author to help him understand the meaning of the messages and the purpose for his field.

FIFTY SHADES OF GRAY (2015)
The steamy tale, adapted from the novel by E.L James, details a masochistic relationship between a college student and a businessman, whose desires for extreme intimacy stem from secrets in his past.

FINDING NEVERLAND (2004)
Finding Neverland is a tale about James M. Barrie’s extraordinary journey to create the classic, Peter Pan... from his inspiration to the night of the play’s premiere.
FLIGHT 93 (2006)
Flight 93 is the critically acclaimed film that recreates the story of the fourth plane on 9/11 that was eventually brought down in a Pennsylvanian field by passengers who overcame their hijackers in mid air. Made with the full support and involvement of the families and praised by the critics and public alike in the US, the film recounts the white knuckle last journey of ordinary men and women that gave their lives to save others. A heart rending journey that relives the terrible events of the day that changed the world.

FORREST GUMP (1994)
The story of Forrest Gump, an innocent and childlike man, who found himself present for many of the most memorable events in American history from the 1950s through to the 1970s. Forrest, however, was for the most part, totally oblivious to the significance of his actions...Based on the novel by Winston Groom.

FROM HERE TO ETERNITY (1953)
In this landmark film, passion and tragedy collide on a military base as a fateful day in December 1941 draws near. Private Prewitt is a soldier and former boxer being manipulated by his superior and peers. His friend Maggio tries to help him but has his own troubles. Sergeant Warden and Karen Holmes tread on dangerous ground as lovers in an illicit affair. Winner of eight Oscars including Best Picture, Director and Supporting Actor for Sinatra.
FROST/NIXON (2008)
When disgraced President Richard Nixon agreed to an interview with jet-setting television personality, David Frost, he thought he’s found the key to saving his tarnished legacy. But, with a name to make and a reputation to overcome, Frost became one of Nixon’s most formidable adversaries and engaged the leader in a charged battle of wits that changed the face of politics forever.

GANDHI (1982)
The dramatic story of Mahatma Gandhi, which captures and immortalizes his spirit, peace and message.

GANGS OF NEW YORK (2002)
Set in the most crime-infested area of New York in the mid-1800s, a young man meets up with a pickpocket and together they seek to avenge the death of his father...

THE GIRL IN THE CAFÉ (2005)
Lawrence is a shy civil servant working for the Chancellor of the Exchequer. He has barely enough time to lace his own shoes let alone conduct a relationship – then he meets the mysterious Gina in a café opposite Downing Street.

GLADIATOR (2000)
A violent drama set in Roman times under the rule of Emperor Marcus Aurelius. Maximus, a Roman general finds himself caught up in the battle for the throne when the Emperor chooses him over his son Commodus. When Maximus discovers that his family has been slaughtered he allows himself to be captured and thrown into the gladiator games as a slave.
GOD’S OWN COUNTRY (2017)
Spring. Yorkshire. Isolated young sheep farmer Johnny Saxby numbs his daily frustrations with binge drinking and casual sex, until the arrival of a Romanian migrant worker Gheorghe, employed for the lambing season, ignites an intense relationship that sets Johnny on a new path.

GOLD (2016)
Kenny Wells, a prospector desperate for a lucky break, teams up with a similarly eager geologist and sets off on a journey to find gold in unchartered jungle of Indonesia.

GOOD NIGHT AND GOOD LUCK (2005)
Good Night and Good Luck takes place during the early days of US broadcast. It chronicles the real-life conflict between television news pioneer Edward R. Murrow and Senator Joseph McCarthy. With a desire to report the facts and enlighten the public, the ground-breaking Murrow, and his dedicated staff defy corporate and sponsorship pressures to examine the lies and scaremongering tactics perpetrated by McCarthy during his communist ‘witch-hunts’.

GOSFORD PARK (2001)
The action takes place in an old country house in England in the 1930’s where friends have been invited for a shooting weekend by the man of the house – William McCordle. He is benefactor to many of his friends and relatives but it seems now that everyone wants a piece of William and his money.
HIGH RISE (2015)
Class struggle becomes all too real as a young doctor moves into a modern apartment block in suburban 1975 London. Drugs, drink & debauchery dissolve into murder, mayhem and misogyny in this pseudo-post-apocalyptic breakdown of societal norms.

HOTEL RWANDA (2004)
Ten years ago some of the worst atrocities in the history of mankind took place in the country of Rwanda and in an era of high-speed communication and round the clock news, the events went almost unnoticed by the rest of the world. In the face of these unspeakable actions an ordinary man summons extraordinary courage to save the lives of over a thousand helpless refugees.

THE HOURS (2002)
An adaptation of the novel by Michael Cunningham, this is the story of three women living in different time periods of the Twentieth Century all linked by a work of literature. In 1923 Virginia Woolf starts to write her novel 'Mrs Dalloway' whilst struggling to cope with depression and mental illness. In 1951 Laura Brown, a dissatisfied housewife contemplates her own life after reading 'Mrs Dalloway'. In 2000 editor, Clarissa Vaughan, struggles to look after her ex-lover, Richard Brown, who is losing his battle with Aids. Richard nicknames her 'Mrs Dalloway'.

IL POSTINO (THE POSTMAN) (2004)
An unforgettable and heart-warming portrayal of a man’s pursuit of love and acceptance. On a remote Mediterranean island, Mario Ruoppolo is hired to deliver mail to exiled “poet of love” Pablo Neruda. As the two develop an improbable but tender friendship, Mario enlists Neruda’s help to win the heart of a beautiful woman.
THE ILLUSIONIST (2006)
Vienna, 1900: Eisenheim is a brilliant stage magician, the greatest illusionist Vienna has ever seen. When his childhood friendship Duchess sophie von Teschen, now betrothed to the power-hungry Crown Prince Leopold, is rekindled he finds himself a target for the Prince’s anger. As the clandestine romance continues, Leopold orders the shrewd Chief Inspector Uhl, the head of the secret police, to close down the theatre and make Eisenheim vanish. But as the net tightens around him and tragedy strikes, Eisenheim prepares to execute his greatest illusion yet.

INTERVIEW WITH THE VAMPIRE (1994)
Louis de Pointe du Lac is devastated by the loss of his wife and daughter. In New Orleans he encounters the evil vampire Lestat who gives his victims immortality. 200 years later in modern-day San Francisco, Louis recounts his story to a young reporter.

IRIS (2001)
Based on the story of the life of Iris Murdoch, one of the twentieth century's most acclaimed novelists, as seen through the eyes of her husband, John Bayley. The story is set when the couple meets and falls in love at Oxford University and follows them as they struggle to cope with the deterioration of Iris' mind due to Alzheimer's disease.

I’VE LOVED YOU SO LONG (2008)
The moving tale of two sisters who rebuild their relationship after 15 years apart. The two women gradually rediscover common ground and learn how to relate to one another through the memories of their shared childhood, all the while the spectre of their time apart looming overhead......
THE JAZZ SINGER (1980)
A remake of one of the most famous movies of all time, with Neil Diamond taking over the Al Jolson role and updating the music to his own style.

JEAN DE FLORETTE (1986)
City-dweller Jean de Florette moves his family to the Provence countryside in the 1920s to forge a new life as a farmer. But his proud, cocky neighbouring rival Le Papet schemes with his simple-minded nephew (Daniel Auteuil) to acquire some nearby land ensuring the novice owner never discovers an all-important natural spring on the property.

JOY (2015)
Joy is the story of the title character who rose to become founder and matriarch of a powerful family business dynasty.

JULIETA (2016)
After a casual encounter, a broken hearted woman decides to confront her life and the most important events about her stranded daughter.

KING KONG (2005)
In 1933 New York, an overly ambitious movie producer coerces his cast and hired ship crew to travel to mysterious Skull Island, where they encounter Kong, a giant ape who is immediately smitten with leading lady Ann Darrow.
KRAMER Vs KRAMER (1979)
Winner of 5 Academy Awards, Kramer Vs Kramer is a ground-breaking drama about the heartbreak of divorce and the struggle between work and family. Young husband and father, Ted Kramer loves his family and his job. When he returns home late one evening from work, his wife Joanna leaves him to take care of their six year old son while she goes off to find herself. Ted struggles with the demands of balancing a high-pressure career while trying to adapt to his new role of single parent.

LADIES IN LAVENDER (2004)
Cornwall in 1936 remains as ever a timeless place. Sisters, Janet and Ursula Widdington discover a castaway on the beach below their house. With the help of the local doctor they nurse him back to health. During his convalescence the sisters discover his talent as a musician and the unsettling effect he has on them both.

THE LAST EMPEROR
Following Pu Yi, the last of the Emperors of China, from his birth in 1908, through his childhood in the fortress-like Forbidden City and his later misguided collaboration with the Japanese in World War II, The Last Emperor tells the history of modern China through the eyes of the man brought up to believe that he was the country’s divine ruler.
This is Amin’s incredible story as seen through the eyes of Nicholas Garrigan, a young Scotsman who becomes the volatile leader’s personal physician. Seduced by Amin’s charisma and blinded by decadence, Garrigan’s dream life becomes a waking nightmare of betrayal and madness from which there is no escape.

Set in Japan during the 1870s, The Last Samurai tells the story of Capt. Nathan Algren, hired by the Emperor of Japan to train the country's first army in the art of modern warfare. As the Emperor attempts to eradicate the ancient Imperial Samurai warriors in preparation for more Westernized and trade-friendly government policies, Algren finds himself unexpectedly impressed and influenced by his encounters with the Samurai.

LE CLAN (2004)
An epic portrait of simmering masculinity and its impact on a struggling family living in the shadow of the Alps. The brutal boredom and violent episodes that punctuate their lives threatens to tear apart the sibling bond that has united them. Together they face up to their domineering father and learn to deal with the secrets of their individual lives.

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL (1999)
An inspired, award-winning story about the power of love and the human spirit. Guido has won the heart of the woman he loves and created a beautiful life for his young family. But then, that life is threatened by World War II and Guido must rely on those very same strengths to save his beloved wife and son from an unthinkable fate.
THE LIGHT BETWEEN OCEANS (2016)
A war weary man takes a job as a lighthouse keeper on an island for solitude. He meets a beautiful woman and they eventually marry. One day they see a small dingy with an infant and man inside floating in the ocean. They rush to rescue them only to find the man is dead.

A LITTLE CHAOS (2014)
A romantic drama following Sabine, a talented landscape designer, who is building a garden at Versailles for King Louis XIV. Sabine struggles with class barriers as she becomes romantically entangled with the court's renowned landscape artist.

LIVE FLESH (1997)
Vicor Plaza is a child of Franco’s Spain, born on a bus that was taking his mother, a prostitute, to the hospital. In spite of this, Victor is young and life has not destroyed his trust in people, particularly Elena the daughter of a diplomat and the woman with who he shares his first sexual experience.

THE LIVES OF OTHERS
In contrast to light-hearted films about East Germany, The Lives of Others ventures off the beaten track and tells its story without compromise and with great inner truthfulness. A story from the heart of the East-German regime, it is an intensively gripping thriller and moving love story.
THE LONGEST RIDE (2015)
This drama centres on the star-crossed love affair between Luke, a former champion bull rider looking to make a comeback, and Sophia, a college student who is about to embark upon her dream job in New York City's art world. As conflicting paths and ideals test their relationship, Sophia and Luke make an unexpected and fateful connection with Ira, whose memories of his own decades-long romance with his beloved wife deeply inspire the young couple.

THE LOST CITY OF Z (2016)
A true-life drama, centring on British explorer Col. Percival Fawcett, who disappeared while searching for a mysterious city in the Amazon in the 1920’s.

LOUDER THAN BOMBS (2015)
The fractious family of a father and his two sons confront their different feelings and memories of their deceased wife and mother, a famed war photographer.

LOVE & MERCY (2014)
In the 1960s, Beach Boys leader Brian Wilson struggles with emerging psychosis as he attempts to craft his avant-garde pop masterpiece. In the 1980s, he is a broken, confused man under the 24-hour watch of shady therapist Dr. Eugene Landy.

MANCHESTER BY THE SEA (2016)
A depressed uncle is asked to take care of his teenage nephew after the boy’s father dies.
A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS (1966)
Sir Thomas More, is forced into a difficult position when the corrupt King Henry VIII demands his approval to divorce his wife and marry his mistress. Torn between his conscience and duty to the crown, Sir Thomas chooses to say nothing, sparking the rage of the king.

MANHATTAN (1979)
42 year old Manhattan native Isaac has a job he hates, a seventeen year old girlfriend he doesn’t love, and a lesbian ex-wife Jill who’s writing a tell-all book about their marriage. But when he meets his best friends mistress, Mary, Isaac falls head over heals in lust!

MASTER AND COMMANDER (2004)
Based on the novel by Patrick O’Brien, this is the story of Captain Jack Aubrey of HMS Surprise. When Napoleon sets out to capture Britain, HMS Surprise is sent to the pacific to intercept the attacking fleet...

ME BEFORE YOU (2016)
Lou Clark knows lots of things. She knows she likes working in the Buttered Bun tea shop and she knows she might not love her boyfriend Patrick. What Lou doesn’t know is she is about to lose her job or that knowing what’s coming is going to keep her sane. Will Traynor knows his motorcycle accident took away his desire to live. What will doesn’t know if that Lou is about to burst into his world in a riot of colour. And neither of them knows they’re going to change each other for all time.
Set in beautiful 16th Century Venice, one of Shakespeare’s finest plays is brought magically to life in this “sumptuous production” which is guaranteed to capture your imagination from beginning to end. “Pacino delivers a nuanced, powerful performance” as Shylock, the extraordinary Merchant of Venice.

THE MERCY (2018)
The incredible story of amateur sailor Donald Crowhurst and his solo attempt to circumnavigate the globe. The struggles he confronted on the journey whilst his family awaited his return is one of the most enduring mysteries of recent times.

MIDNIGHT COWBOY (1969)
Dustin Hoffman gives an unforgettable performance as Ratso Rizzo, a scrounging, sleazy small-time con man with big dream. Jon Voight is magnificent as Joe Buck, the good-looking, naively charming Texan ‘cowboy’ who is convinced that he is the salvation of many lonely, love starved New York women. These two characters are drawn together in this powerful and compassionate film.

In the wake of a painful estrangement from his daughter, boxing trainer Frankie Dunn has been unwilling to let himself get close to anyone for a very long time – then Maggie Fitzgerald walks into his gym. In a life of constant struggle, Maggie’s gotten herself this far on raw talent, unshakable focus and a tremendous force of will. But more than anything, she wants someone to believe in her.
MISS YOU ALREADY (2015)
Milly and Jess have been best friends forever. They've shared everything since they were kids, now they are trying to be grown-ups. Their friendship is as rock solid as ever. That is until Jess struggles to have a much longed-for baby and Milly finds out she has breast cancer.

MISS SLOANE (2016)
In the high-stakes world of political poer-brokers, Elizabeth Sloane is the most sought after and formidable lobbyist in D.C. But when taking on the most powerful opponent of her career, she finds winning may come at a high price.

MOTHERS DAY (2016)
Three generations come together in the week leading up to Mother’s Day.

MOONLIGHT (2016)
A chronicle of the childhood, adolescence and burgeoning adulthood of a young, African-American, gay man growing up in a rough neighbourhood of Miami.

MR HOLMES (2015)
A twist on the world's most famous detective; 1947, an aging Sherlock Holmes returns from a journey to Japan, where he has witnessed the devastation of nuclear warfare. Now, in his remote seaside farmhouse, Holmes faces the end of his days tending to his bees, with only the company of his housekeeper and her young son, Roger.
MY COUSIN RACHEL (2017)
A young Englishman plots revenge against his late cousin’s mysterious, beautiful wife, believing her responsible for his death. But his feelings become complicated as he finds himself falling under the beguiling spell of her charms.

MY FERAL HEART (2016)
Luke, an independent young man with Down's syndrome, is forced to live in a care home after his elderly mother dies. When he is caught sneaking out by Pete, a troubled youth who tends the gardens at the home, the two strike up an unlikely rapport: Pete covers for Luke and in return Luke helps Pete clear the garden. On one illicit excursion to the adjoining field Luke discovers a young girl in desperate need of his help.

MY LEFT FOOT (1989)
Born with cerebral palsy into a poor, working-class Irish family, Christy was able only to control movement in his left foot and to speak in guttural sounds. With the help of his strong-willed and dedicated family, Christy not only learns to grapple with life’s simple physical tasks and complex psychological pains, but he also develops into a brilliant painter, poet and author.

MY OWN PRIVATE IDAHO (2004)
Mike is quiet, gay and suffers from narcolepsy. Abandoned as a child, he is obsessed with finding his long-host mother. Scott is the rebellious son of a high-ranking family. Mike is in love with Scott. Together, they embark on a quest to find Mike’s mother, travelling from Portland to Idaho to Italy, with Scott picking up a beautiful girl along the way.
MY SUMMER OF LOVE (2005)
Tamsin is tragic and fantastical, Mona, rough and witty. Tamsin is charmed and Mona is hooked. Tamsin and Mona want to escape their lives but Phil wants to save them and save everybody else. Mona wants the old, dangerous, Phil back; the brother that she loved. Tamsin wants to see what it takes to break him...

NED KELLY (2003)
An adaptation of the story of Ned Kelly, one of the most notorious outlaws of all time. Ned Kelly is falsely accused of stealing horses and goes into hiding in order to avoid capture.

THE NEW WORLD (2005)
Based on the true story, this sweeping saga tells the tale of Pocahontas, the impetuous Native American beauty whose relationship with Captain John Smith sets off a battle for a new nation.

NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN (2007)
When a man stumbles on a bloody crime scene, a pickup truck loaded with heroin, and two million dollars in irresistible cash, his decision to take the money sets off an unstoppable chain reaction of violence. Not even the West Texas law can contain it.

Behind every great love is a great story. As teenagers Allie and Noah begin a whirlwind courtship that soon blossoms into tender intimacy. The young couple is quickly separated by Allie’s upper-class parents who insist that Noah isn’t right for her.
ORDINARY PEOPLE (1980)
An Extraordinary motion picture, Ordinary People is an intense examination of a family being torn apart by tension and tragedy. Donald Sutherland and Mary Tyler Moore star as the upper-middle-class couple whose “ordinary” existence is irrevocably shattered by the death of their oldest son in a boating accident. Winner of 4 1980 Academy awards including Best Picture and Best Director for Robert Redford.

THE OTHERS (2001)
Grace is trying her best to bring up her two young children whilst awaiting her husband's return from the war. Three servants arrive to help her but it soon becomes apparent that there is much more to this trio that meets the eye...

ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO’S NEST (1975)
When free-spirited petty crook Randle P. McMurphy arrives at the state mental hospital, his contagious sense of disorder jolts the routine. He’s on one side of a brewing war, soft-spoken, coolly monstrous Nurse Ratched on the other. At stake is the fate of every patient on the ward.

OUT OF AFRICA (1985)
Winner of seven Academy Awards, the story tells of a rich, bored Danish woman who finds love with a free-spirited hunter in turbulent East Africa. Filmed entirely in Kenya. Based on a book by Isaac Dinesen and Karen Blixen.
THE PAINTED VEIL (2006)
Based on the classic novel by W. Somerset Maugham, the Painted Veil is an epic and captivating love story set in the 1920’s. A young English couple, Walter, a middle-class doctor, and Kitty, an upper-class woman, get married for the wrong reasons and relocate to Shanghai, where she falls in love with someone else. In an act of vengeance when he uncovers her infidelity, he accepts a job in a remote village in China ravaged by a deadly epidemic, and insists that Kitty accompany him.

PANS LABYRINTH (2006)
A unique richly imagined epic, Pan Labyrinth is a gothic fairytale set against in postwar era of Spain. Ofelia discovers a neglected labyrinth behind the family home, where she meets Pan, a fantastical creature who challenges her with three tasks which he claims will reveal her true identity.

PAPER TOWNS (2015)
A coming-of-age story centring on Quentin and his enigmatic neighbour Margo, who loved mysteries so much she became one. After taking him on an all-night adventure through their hometown, Margo suddenly disappears—leaving behind cryptic clues for Quentin to decipher. The search leads Quentin and his quick-witted friends on an exhilarating adventure that is equal parts hilarious and moving. Ultimately, to track down Margo, Quentin must find a deeper understanding of true friendship—and true love.

PAT GARRETT AND BILLY THE KID (1973)
They are fast friends and worse foes. One is Billy the Kid, a law unto himself. The other is the law: Sheriff Pat Garrett, who once rode with Billy.
THE POST (2017)
A cover-up the spanned four US presidents pushed the country’s first female newspaper publisher and a hard-driving editor to join an unprecedented battle between the press and the government.

THE PRESTIGE (2006)
Is there a secret you would kill to know? In this electrifying, suspense-packed thriller from director Christopher Nolan, Hugh Jackman and Christian Bale play magicians whose cutthroat attempts to better each other plunge them into deadly deceptions. Scarlett Johansson also starts as the stage assistant who’s both a pawn and player in their rivalry.

PRIDE AND PREJUDICE (2005)
The story is based on Jane Austen's novel about five sisters - Jane, Elizabeth, Mary, Kitty and Lydia Bennet - in Georgian England. Their lives are turned upside down when a wealthy young man and his best friend arrive in their neighbourhood.

THE PROMISE (2016)
Set during the last days of the Ottoman Empire, The Promise follows a love triangle between Michael, a brilliant medical student, the beautiful and sophisticated Ana, and Chris - a renowned American journalist based in Paris.
THE QUEEN (2006)
Following the death of Diana the “People’s Princess”, the Queen and her family remain hidden behind tradition and the closed doors of Balmoral Castle. Whilst the heartbroken public becomes disillusioned with their Queen’s absence, and increasingly popular Prime Minister, Tony Blair, must battle to convince the monarchy that its desire for privacy could lead to its ultimate downfall.

RAIN MAN (1988)
Charlie Babbit has just discovered he has an autistic brother named Raymond and is now taking him on a ride of his life. Or is it the other way around? Raymond first pushes hot-headed Charlie to the limits of his patience and then pulls him completely out of his self-centred world! But what begins as a reluctant and unsentimental journey for the Babbit brothers becomes a remarkable story which connects these two vastly differently people.

THE READER (2008)
Bringing to life the celebrated international novel, Winslet is riveting as Hanna Schmitz – a lonely, working-class woman who experiences a brief but intense affair with a teenage boy. Years later they meet again: Hanna now a defendant in a notorious case and her ex-lover, now a law student, holding the secret to her salvation.
RIDE THE HIGH COUNTRY (1962)
Cowboy icons Randolph Scott and Joel McCrea find roles to match their leathery Western personas, playing ageing lawmen hired to guard a gold shipment. They don’t have much: A horse each, a couple of dollars. And they have everything: their independence. But the frontier is disappearing – and so is space wide open enough for independent men. With luck, the two will find space enough for this ride and one last payday. They will also find adventure, including the dramatic rescue of a mistreated bride, gun-blazing shootouts and a life-changing betrayal. Both an exciting Western and a heart-lifting homage to the genre, Ride The High Country is a journey into film greatness.

RUMBLE FIST (1983)
Starring teen heartthrobs Matt Dillon and Mickey Rourke as two brothers whose desire to break out of their urban trap eventually leads to the death of one and a new beginning for the other.

SEABISCUIT (2003)
The story of 3 men who saw the untapped potential of a racehorse called Seabiscuit. Owner, C. Howard, horse trainer, Tom Smith and jockey, Red Pollard work together to push the

THE SENSE OF AN ENDING (2017)
A man becomes haunted by his past and is presented with a mysterious legacy that causes him to re-think his current situation in life. horse to three victories.
THE SHACK (2017)
After the abduction and presumed death of Mackenzie Allen Phillips' youngest daughter, Missy, Mack receives a letter and suspects it is from God, asking him to return to The Shack where Missy may have been murdered. After contemplating it, he leaves his home to go to The Shack for the first time since Missy's abduction and an encounter that will change his life forever.

SHAKESPEARE RETOLD (1996)
Inspired by the spirit of this original plays, these four unique entertaining films bring Shakespeare to a 21st century audience.

*Much to do About Nothing.*
*Macbeth*
*The Taming of the Shrew*
*A midsummer night’s dream*

THE SHAWSHANK REDEMPTION (1994)
A city banker is sent to a State Prison after receiving a double life sentence for murder. There he discovers that you either get on with living or you get on with dying.

SLIDING DOORS (1997)
Paltrow plays London publicist Helen, effortlessly sliding between parallel storylines that show what happens if she does or does not catch a morning train back to her apartment.
SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE (2008)
Jamal Malik, an 18 year-old orphan from the slums of Mumbai, is just one question away from winning a staggering 20 million rupees on India’s ‘Who Wants TO Be a Millionaire?’ Arrested on suspicion of cheating, he tells the police the incredible story of his life on the streets, and of the girl he loved and lost. Mixing stunning scenery with breathtaking action, comedy and romance, this is the ultimate tale of rags to riches. Winner of 8 2009 Oscar’s, including Best Picture and Director.

SOMMERSBY (1993)
People remember Jack Sommersby. They know him as a bitter, loutish man. But when Jack returns home after the Civil War, he’s tender, caring and resourceful. Has the war charges him...or is the man calling himself Jack Sommersby an impostor?

THE SPY WHO CAME IN FROM THE COLD (1965)
Richard Burton is the burnt-out British agent who refuses to “come in from the cold” to take a desk job but instead launches into the most dangerous assignment of his career, stalking East German agent.

SUFFRAGETTE (2015)
A drama that tracks the story of the early feminist movement, women who were forced underground to pursue a dangerous game of cat and mouse with an increasingly brutal State. These women were not primarily from the genteel educated classes, they were working women who had seen peaceful protest achieve nothing. Radicalized and turning to violence, they were willing to lose everything in their fight for equality.
TAXI DRIVER (1976)
Robert De Niro stars as a Vietnam veteran who drives a taxi on night shift. Witnessing the violent life all around him he decides to clean up the town on his way...

After arriving at New York’s JFK Airport, Viktor Navorski gets unwittingly caught in bureaucratic glitches that make it impossible for him to return to his home country or enter the U.S. Now, caught up in the richly complex and amusing world inside the airport, Viktor makes friends, gets a job, finds romance and ultimately discovers America itself.

THERE WILL BE BLOOD (2007)
Daniel Plainview and his son are independent oil men, looking for prospects in California at the turn of the 20th century. They are challenged by a young preacher, Eli Sunday, whose own ambition is matched by Plainview’s.

TITANIC (1997)
Jack and Rose, the young lovers separated by social class yet destined to find each other on the maiden voyage of the “unsinkable” R.M.S Titanic. But when the doomed luxury liner collides with an iceberg in the frigid North Atlantic, their passionate love affair becomes a thrilling race for survival.

TRANSENDENCE (2014)
Dr Will Caster, the world’s foremost authority on artificial intelligence, is conducting highly controversial experiments to create a sentient machine. When extremists try to kill the doctor, they inadvertently become the catalyst for him to succeed. Will’s wife Evelyn, and best friend Max, can only watch as his thirst for knowledge evolves to an omnipresent quest for power.
T2 TRAINSPOTTING (2017)
First there was opportunity, then there was betrayal. Twenty years have gone by, much has changed but just as much remains the same. Mark returns to the place he can never call home. Spud, Sick Boy & Begbie are waiting for him.

TWILIGHT (2008)
Based on the no. 1 best-selling sensation by Stephanie Meyer, Twilight adds a dangerous twist to the classic story of star crossed lovers.

TWILIGHT SAGA: NEW MOON (2009)
Bella finds her loyalties tested as she is drawn into the world of the werewolves, the ancestral enemies of the vampires, through her friendship with Jacob Black.

TWILIGHT SAGA: ECLIPSE (2010)
Bella once again finds herself surrounded by danger and in the midst of it all she is forced to choose between her love for Edward and her friendship with Jacob. With her graduation approaching, Bella is confronted with the most important decision of her life.

VELVET GOLDMINE (1998)
At the height of the Glam Rock era in the 1970s, Brian Slade takes the music charts by storm. Unable to cope with the fame and fortune he plans a fake death. When his fans find out, he is finished. Years later a journalist is asked to investigate the Brian Slade phenomenon.
WALK THE LINE (2005)
In Walk The Line Johnny Cash, a passionate artist who rebelled against convention, revolutionized music and always walked his own path, regardless of the consequences. His troubled past, together with his outlaw persona, unbridled talent and passion for the woman he was destined to be with, led him on a path of self-destruction.

WHAT MAISIE KNEW
Maisie is a sweet, sensitive six-year-old girl stuck in the middle of a divorce between her rock star mother and art dealer father. Too busy and self-involved to care for her properly, both parents leave their daughter in the care of their new, younger partners.

THE WORLD’S FASTEST INDIAN (2005)
The life and triumph of Burt Munro, the elderly Kiwi man who, at the far from sprightly age of 68, broke motorcycle racing records in Utah, has fuelled director Roger Donaldson's creative energy for years. After racing his own times obsessively every day, he becomes determined to live out his dream of participating in the annual Speed Week motorcycle event at Utah's Bonneville Salt Flats.

THE WRESTLER (2008)
Back in his heyday, wrestler Randy "The Ram" Robinson was an icon in the ring. Twenty years later, those glory days have passed, and Randy is forced to earn his keep by brawling before handfuls of fans in high school gyms and community centres around New Jersey. In the wake of a heart attack, the former icon attempts to earn a little extra cash while working in a deli and making an effort to reconnect with his estranged teenage daughter, Stephanie.
YOUNG SOUL REBELS (2003)
Summer 1977. The week of the queen’s silver jubilee. Passion is in the air of the dark blue London sky. Tj, cruising the park, has been murdered. A beat box lying in the bushes is the only clue...

THE YOUNG VICTORIA (2008)
On the eve of her 18th Birthday and succession to the English throne, young Princess Victoria is caught in a royal power struggle. But it is her blossoming love affair with Albert that will determine the strength of her reign. Can she dedicate her life to her country and her heart to the one man she truly loves?

PHANTOM THREAD (2017)
Set in 1950’s London, Reynolds Woodcock is a renowned dressmaker whose fastidious life is disrupted by a young, strong-willed woman, Alma, who becomes his muse and lover.
Family

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (2001)
David is a robot built to resemble a real child in a world where all coastal cities have drowned due to the melting of the polar ice caps. His love for his 'mother' is strong until her real son returns after a cure is found for a previously incurable disease.

BEAUTY & THE BEAST (2017)
An adaption of the fairy tale about a monstrous-looking prince ans a young woman who fall in love.

BIG FISH (2003)
Edward Bloom has always told tall tales of his life that charm everyone apart from his son Will. When Will's mother Sandra tries to bring the pair back together, Will must try and learn what parts of his father's epic tales of giants, witches and blizzards are fact and which are fiction.

CAMP ROCK (2008)
When Mitchie gets a chance to attend Camp Rock, her life takes an unpredictable twist, and she learns just how important it is to be true to yourself. Join the platinum-selling Jonas Brother and the hottest cast of performers at the coolest summer camp anywhere!

CHARLIE AND THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY (2005)
Ronald Dahl’s classic Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, about eccentric chocolatier Willy Wonka and Charlie, a good-hearted boy from a poor family who lives in the shadow of Wonka's extraordinary factory. Long isolated from his own family, Wonka launches a worldwide contest to select an heir to his candy empire.
CHICKEN RUN (2000)
Trapped behind barbed wire, fearing for their lives, Ginger, Bunty, Babs and Fowler are chickens with a mission. Ginger and her fellow flock are determined to make a break for freedom but every escape goes ‘fowl’ when they are caught by the evil Mrs Tweedy and her oafish husband who want to turn them into chicken pies. When an all-American rooster named Rocky lands in the farm, Ginger sees her chance.

You’ll experience the exploits of Lusi, Edmund, Susan and Peter, four siblings who find the world of Narnia through a magical wardrobe while playing a game of “hide-and-seek” at the country estate of a mysterious professor. Once there, the children discover a charming, once peaceful land inhabited by talking beasts, dwarfs, fauns, centaurs and giants that has been turned into a world of eternal winter by the evil White Witch, Jadis.

A DOGS PURPOSE (2017)
A dog looks to discover his purpose in life over the course of several lifetimes and owners.
ENCHANTED (2007)
A fairy tale comes to life in this thoroughly original, new Disney Classic. Drawing inspiration from a classic heritage, Disney creates an inspired story unlike any you’ve experienced before. Filled with excitement, fun and incredible music from the legendary Alan Menken, Enchanted is the ultimate fish-out-of-water adventure. For princess-to-be Giselle, live is a fairy tale – until she’s banished from Manhattan. When a cynical, no-nonsense divorce lawyer comes to her aid, little does he realise this joyful, wide-eyed innocent is about to enchant him.

ELF (2003)
Buddy was a baby in an orphanage who stowed away in Santa's sack and ended up at the North Pole. Later, as an adult human who happened to be raised by elves, Santa allows him to go to New York City to find his birth father, Walter Hobbs. Hobbs, on Santa's naughty list for being a heartless jerk, had no idea that Buddy was even born.

FAIRY TALE – A TRUE STORY (1997)
Young Frences and Elsie say they’ve encountered the supernatural. They’ve met fairies. The photos the girls take the winged beings put them at the centre of a real-life controversy that sweeps England during World War 1. Everyone is caught up in the excitement. Are the girl’s photos real or a clever hoax?

FANTASTIC BEASTS: AND WHERE TO FIND THEM (2016)
Holding a mysterious leather suitcase in his hand, Newt Scamander, a young activist wizard from England, visits New York while he is on his way to Arizona. Inside his expanding suitcase hides a wide array of diverse, magical creatures that exist among us, ranging from tiny, twig-like ones, to majestic and humongous ones.
FIREHOUSE DOG (2007)
Rex, Hollywood's top K-9 star, gets lost and is reluctantly adopted by a young boy. His father, fire chief of a rundown station agrees to the adoption only if his defiant son takes care of the K-9. Little do they realize Rexx will not only bring them closer but also bring some much-needed faith back to the fire station.

GOODBYE CHRISTOPHER ROBIN (2017)
A rare glimpse into the relationship between, beloved children's author, A. A. Milne and his son Christopher Robin. Along with his mother Daphne and his nanny Olive, Christopher Robin and his family are swept up in the international success of the books. But with the eyes of the world on Christopher Robin, what will the cost be to the family?

HARRY POTTER THE PHILOSOPHER’S STONE (2001)
We meet orphan Harry Potter while he’s as yet unaware of his magical powers and is living a miserable existence with his horrible Uncle Vernon and Aunt Petunia. A mysterious letter arrives, delivered by the friendly giant Hagrid, inviting Harry to study at the exclusive Hogwarts School and he soon discovers his true heritage as the son of a wizard and a witch. He’s also gained widespread notoriety, being the only survivor of an attack by the evil wizard Voldemort that killed both his parents.
HARRY POTTER THE CHAMBER OF SECRETS (2002)
Harry returns for his second year at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry along with his best friends Hermione and Ron. He ignores warnings not to go back to Hogwarts by a mysterious house elf named Dobby. Mysterious happenings occur making it evident that someone has opened The Chamber of Secrets... but who is responsible and can the dark forces that lurk there be stopped?

HARRY POTTER and the PRISONER OF AZKABAN (2004)
In their third year at Hogwarts, Harry, Ron and Hermione meet escaped prisoner Sirius Black and learn to handle a half-horse/half-eagle Hippogriff, repel shape-shifting Boggarts and master the art of Divination.

HARRY POTTER and the GOBLET OF FIRE (2005)
Harry Potter is mysteriously entered into the Triwizard Tournament, a gruelling contest among three wizarding schools in which he confronts a dragon, water demons and an enchanted maze only to find himself in Lord Voldemort’s grasp.

HARRY POTTER and the ORDER OF THE PHOENIX (2007)
The rebellion begins! Lord Voldemort is back, but the Ministry of Magic tries to keep a lid on the truth – including appointing a new, power-hungry Defence Against the Dark Arts professor at Hogwarts.
HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL 1 & 2 (2006 – 2007)
Troy, the popular captain of the basketball team, and Gabriella, the brainy and beautiful member of the academic club, break all the rules of East High society when they secretly audition for the leads in the school’s musical. As they reach for the stars and follow their dreams, everyone learns about acceptance, teamwork & being yourself.

HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL 3 (2008)
It’s almost graduation day for high school seniors Troy, Gabriella, Sharpay, Chad, Ryan and Taylor – and the thought of heading off in separate directions after leaving East High has these Wildcats, thinking they need to do something they’ll remember forever.

ICE AGE 1, 2, & 3
#1: Heading south to avoid a bad case of frostbite, a group of migrating misfit creatures embarks on a hilarious quest to reunite a human baby with its herd.
#2: Trying to escape the valley to avoid a flood of trouble, Manny, Sid, Diego and Scrat embark on a fun filled journey across the thawing landscape and meet Ellie, a female woolly mammoth who melts Manny’s heart.
#3: In their biggest adventure yet, the gang discovers a lost world of dinosaurs, while Scrat goes nuts over the beautiful Scrattie!
INTO THE WOODS (2014)
This modern twist on the beloved brothers grimm fairy tales intertwines the plots of a few choice stories and explores the consequences of the character’s wishes and quests. The humorous and heartfelt musical follows the classic tales of Cinderella, Little Red Riding Hood, Jack and the Beanstalk and Rapunzel – All tied together by an original story involving a baker and his wife, their wish to begin a family and their interaction with the witch who has put a curse on them.

JERRY MAGUIRE (1996)
As a top agent at Sports Management International, Jerry Maguire knows his way around and is his own man... until one day he gets an attack of decency and finds himself out of a job. Now he must start from scratch... his only allies - a single mother, her cheeky young son, and a second rate player for the Arizona Cardinals.

THE JUNGLE BOOK (2016)
After a threat from the tiger Shere Khan forces him to flee the jungle, a man-cub named Mowgli embarks on a journey of self-discovery with the help of panther, Bagheera, and a free spirited bear, Baloo.

KUNG FU PANDA (2008)
A CG-animated comedy about a lazy, irreverent slacker panda, Po, who must somehow become a Kung Fu Master in order to save the Valley of Peace from a villainous snow leopard, Tai Lung. Set in the legendary world of ancient China, this is the story of Po, our unlikely hero, who enters the rigid world of Kung Fu and turning it upside down.
MADAGASCAR 1 (2007)
When four pampered animals from New York’s Central Park Zoo accidentally find themselves shipwrecked on the exotic island of Madagascar, they discover it really is a jungle out there!

MADAGASCAR 2 (2008)
The sequel to 2005's "Madagascar", in which New York Zoo animals, Alex the Lion, Marty the Zebra, Melman the Giraffe and Gloria the Hippo, still stranded on Madagascar, start to leave the island. All of a sudden, they land in the wilderness of Africa, where Alex meets the rest of his family, but has trouble communicating with them after spending so much time at the Central Park Zoo.

MAGIC ROUNDABOUT (2005)
After Dougal accidentally releases the evil Zeebad from his prison, he and his friends Ermintrude, Brian, Dylan and Zebedee embark on a quest to find three magic diamonds before Zeebad uses them to encase the world in ice.

MALEFICENT (2014)
A beautiful young woman, pure of heart, Maleficent has an idyllic life in a forest kingdom. When an invading army threatens the land, Maleficent rises up to become its fiercest protector. However a terrible betrayal hardens her heart ad twists her into a creature bent on revenge. She engages in an epic battle with the invading king’s successor, then curses his new born daughter, Aurora – realising only later that the child holds the key to peace in the kingdom.
MARCH OF THE PENGUINS (2006)
Every year, thousands of emperor penguins make an astonishing journey to breed their young. They are birds, but they do not fly. Instead, they walk – marching day and night in single file 70 miles in to the darkest, driest and coldest continent on Earth.

MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET (1994)
Six-Year Old Susan Walker has doubts about childhood’s most enduring miracle – Santa Claus. Her mother told her the “secret” about Santa a long time ago, so Susan doesn’t expect to receive the most important gifts on her Christmas list. But after meeting a special department store Santa who’s convinced her’s the real thing, Susan is given the most precious gift of all – something to believe in.

MONSTERS INC (2002)
Monsters, Inc. is the largest scare factory in the monster world and the top kid Scarer is James P. Sullivan, known as "Sulley" to his friends. His Scare Assistant, best friend and roommate is Mike Wazowski. Visiting from the human world is Boo, a tiny girl who turns the monster world upside-down.

PADDINGTON (2014)
A young Peruvian bear travels to London on search of a home. Finding himself lost and alone at Paddington Station, he meets the Brown family who offer him a temporary haven.

PADDINGTON 2 (2017)
Paddington, now happily settled with the Brown family, picks up a series of odd jobs to buy the perfect present for his Aunty Lucy’s 100th birthday, only for the gift to be stolen!
When the Governor's daughter, Elizabeth Swann, is kidnapped by Captain Barbosa, her childhood friend and admirer, Will Turner teams up with pirate Jack Sparrow to save her. However, Barbosa and the crew of his ship, the Black Pearl, are cursed. Trapped in skeletal forms that reveal themselves in moonlight, they intend to use Elizabeth's blood to remove the curse and return them to the land of the living.

Charming rogue pirate Captain Jack Sparrow is back for a grand, swashbuckling, non-stop joyride filled with devilish pirate humour, monstrous sea creatures and breathtaking black magic. Now Jack’s got a blood debt to pay – he owes his soul to the legendary Davy Jones, ghostly Ruler of the Ocean depths...but ever-crafty Jack isn’t about to go down without a fight. Along the way, dashing Will Turner and the beautiful Elizabeth Swan get caught up in the thrilling whirlpool of misadventures stirred up in Jack’s quest to avoid eternal damnation by seizing the fabled dead Man’s Chest!

PIRATES OF THE CARRIBEAN AT WORLD’S END (2007)
Everything has led to this. Trapped on a sea of sand in Davy Jones’ Locker, Captain Jack Sparrow is the last of the nine Pirate Lords of the Brethen Court who must unite in one last stand to preserve the freedom-loving pirates’ way of life. But first, he has to be found and rescued. Filled with extra features steeped in myth, magic and moviemaking, this Special Edition goes beyond the final chapter of the trilogy for unsurpassed, swashbuckling entertainment.
THE POLAR EXPRESS (2005)
Having lost all belief in the holiday spirit and Santa Claus, one snowy Christmas Eve just before midnight, a young boy is about to take an extraordinary train ride to the North Pole. Greeted by the conductor he embarks upon a journey of self-discovery on the Polar Express.

SHARKTALE (2006 Dreamworks Animation)
Oscar a lowly tongue-scrubber at the local Whale Wash, becomes an improbable hero when he tells a great white lie. To keep his secret, Oscar teams up with an outcast vegetarian shark, Lenny and the two become the most unlikely of friends. When his life begins to unravel, its up to Oscar’s loyal friend Angie and Lenny to help him stand up to the most feared shark in the water and find his true place in the reef.

SHREK 2 (2004)
Happily ever after never seemed so far far away when a trip to meet the in-laws turns into another hilariously twisted adventure for Shrek and Fiona. With the help of his faithful steed Donkey, Shrek takes on a potion-brewing Fairy Godmother, the pompous Prince Charming, and the famed ogre-killer, Puss In Boots, a ferocious feline foe who’s really just a pussy cat at heart.

STARDUST (2007)
In hopes of wooing a beautiful girl, Tristan promises to bring her a falling star. But he’s in for the adventure of his life when he discovers the star is actually a celestial beauty named Yvaine. When an old witch Lamia attempts to steal Yvaine’s youth, Tristan must protect her at all costs.
SWALLOWS AND AMAZONS (2016)
About two different groups of children who encounter one another on a small piece of land in a lake which they both live by. Both groups try to claim the land as theirs and do so role playing as two sets of enemy pirates.

TOY STORY (1995)
Rediscover acclaimed filmmaker John Lasseter’s directorial debut with Woody (Tom Hanks), Buzz Lightyear (Tim Allen) and all their friends in an adventure filled with humour, heart and friendship.

TOY STORY 2 (1999)
Rediscover Disney/Pixar’s incredible world with another hilarious adventure! Join Woody, Buzz, Jessie and Bullseye in the movie that shows us what being a toy, and a friend, is all about.

TOY STORY 3 (2010)
Disney/Pixar are back with another heart warming and hilarious movie experience. As Andy prepares to depart for college, Woody, Buzz, Jessie and the rest of Andy’s faithful toys wonder what will become of them.

UP (2009)
By tying thousands of balloon to his home, 78-year-old Carl Fredricksen sets out to fulfill his lifelong dream to see the wilds of South America. Right after lifting off, however, he learns he isn't alone on his journey, since Russell, a wilderness explorer 70 years his junior, has inadvertently become a stowaway on the trip.
WALLACE & GROMIT
Suddenly finding himself cheeseless, Wallace goes truly ballistic, flying his home-made rocket to the Moon with Gromit in search of his favourite snack.

WONDER (2017)
WONDER tells the incredibly inspiring and heart-warming story of August Pullman. Born with facial differences that, up until now, have prevented him from going to a mainstream school, Auggie becomes the most unlikely of heroes when he enters the local fifth grade. As his family, his new classmates, and the larger community all struggle to discover their compassion and acceptance, Auggie's extraordinary journey will unite them all and prove you can't blend in when you were born to stand out.
**Horror**

**28-DAYS LATER (2002)**
A powerful virus is unleashed. Transmitted in a drop of blood and devastating within seconds, the virus locks those infected into a permanent state of murderous rage. Within 28 days the country is overwhelmed and a handful of survivors begin their attempts to salvage a future, little realising that the deadly virus is not the only thing that threatens them.

**THE AMITYVILLE HORROR (2005)**
George and Kathy Lutz are a young couple who are looking for a new home, and think they've found a dream house in Amityville, Long Island -- a large and beautiful home available at a bargain price. A year before, a man living in the house murdered his family in their sleep, claiming he was commanded to commit the crime by demons. Shrugging off stories that the house is haunted, George and Kathy move in with their three kids, only to discover that something evil lurks within the house.

**AN AMERICAN WAREWOLF IN LONDON**
When two American students touring the English countryside are attacked by a vicious wolf during a full moon, their lives are suddenly transformed forever. This cult favourite blends the macabre with a touch of humour.

**DONNIE DARKO (2001)**
High school student, Donnie, is regularly visited by a six-foot tall rabbit called Frank... On one occasion Frank tells Donnie that the world will end in a few weeks and Donnie starts to believe him...
THE OTHERS (2001)
A woman who lives in a darkened old house with her two photosensitive children becomes convinced that her family home is haunted.

THE RING (2002)
An urban legend which tells the tale of a videotape that once watched will cause the viewer to die seven days later starts to come true... A group of four teenagers are found dead in suspicious circumstances within a week of watching the tape. Now reporter Rachel Keller is on the case and she needs to find out the truth before it is too late...

SIXTH SENSE (1999)
Child psychologist begins working with a disturbed child. As he begins to earn the child's trust he learns that the child can see the spirits of dead people.
**Musical**

**CHICAGO (2003)**
A film adaptation of the Broadway musical set in 1920's Chicago. It is the story of Velma Kelly, a Vaudeville star, who gains infamy after she shoots her husband dead in a cold blooded attack. Velma finds herself in prison with Roxie Hart; a chorus dancer who is also accused of murder and the two would be stars fight it out to see who can win greater fame through newspaper headlines.

**GREASE (1977)**
A musical extravaganza set in the 1950’s which follows the fortunes of a group of high school students facing graduation.

**HAIRSPRAY (2007)**
It’s 1962 and change is in the air in Baltimore. Tracy Turnblad, a girl with big hair and big dreams, has only one passion for life – to dance on “The Corny Collins Show”. When her chances arrives, she grooves her way into instant stardom and the eyes of the teen dream Link Larkin. But with the program’s scheming stage manager against her, trend-setting Tracy will need the help Penny, to show the world that all it takes to make a dream come true is a toe-tappin’ beat and a little hairspray!

**LA LA LAND (2016)**
While navigating their careers in Los Angeles, a pianist and an actress fall in love while attempting to reconcile their aspirations for the future.
MAMMA MIA (2008)
Bride to be Sophie is on a quest to find her father before her big day. There is just one problem...She’s just not sure who he is. After secretly reading her mother Donna’s old diaries, she discovers he is one of three lost loves. Knowing her mother would not approve, she invites them all. Sophie desperately tries to keep their presence hidden but it’s not long before the secret is out and the fun begins...

MOULIN ROUGE (2001)
Set in the late 1890s this is the tale of a young poet called Christian who travels to Paris to make his fortune in the Moulin Rouge. He meets with the alcohol addicted Toulouse-Lautrec who introduces Christian to a seedy underground world full of drugs, sex and musical theatre. The innocent Christian is thrown into a passionate but doomed affair with Satine.

RENT (2006)
Wannabe filmmaker Mark and singer/songwriter Roger are facing eviction at the hands of their former roommate and current landlord, Benny. Their downstairs neighbour, vivacious Mimi -who strips at a local club to feed her heroin habit--takes a shine to Roger, a self-imposed recluse and former junkie whose last girlfriend died of AIDS. Their friend Collins returns to town and quickly falls for Angel, a glamorous, gracious, HIV positive transvestite. Finally, there is Maureen, a performance artist who is planning a protest against Benny’s plans and has dumped Mark for cerebral Joanne, a lawyer.

THE SOUND OF MUSIC (1965)
A novice nun becomes governess to a widowed Baron's children. She turns them into a family singing group and escapes with them from Nazi-dominanted Austria.
WESTSIDE STORY (1961)
A triumph on every level, this magnificent achievement set a standard for modern movie musicals that remains unsurpassed to this day. Featuring an unforgettable score (“Maria”, “Somewhere”, “Tonight”) and groundbreaking choreography, the film sets the tragedy of Romeo and Juliet against the backdrop of gang warfare in 1950’s New York.

THE GREATEST SHOWMAN (2017)
Celebrates the birth of show business, and tells of a visionary who rose from nothing to create a spectacle that became a worldwide sensation.
Sci-Fi/Fantasy

ARRIVAL (2016)
When mysterious spacecraft touch down across the globe, an elite team is brought together to investigate. As mankind teeters on the verge of global war, Banks and the team race against time for answers - and to find them, she will take a chance that could threaten her life, and quite possibly humanity.

AVATAR (2009)
When his brother is killed in a robbery, paraplegic Marine Jake Sully decides to take his place in a mission on the distant world of Pandora. There he learns of greedy corporate figurehead Parker Selfridge's intentions of driving off the native humanoid "Na'vi" in order to mine for the precious material scattered throughout their rich woodland. While Jake begins to bond with the native tribe and quickly falls in love with the beautiful alien Neytiri, the restless Colonel moves forward with his ruthless extermination tactics, forcing the soldier to take a stand - and fight back in an epic battle for the fate of Pandora. (Special extended edition)

Riddick in on the run. Escaping from mercenaries determined to collect the price on his head, he finds himself at the heart of a battle that is not his. With Necromonger conquerors threatening the future of the entire universe, Riddick could be the only unlikely hero to save the human race. But will he be interested in saving anything other than his own life?
DOWNISING (2017)
"Downsizing" follows a kindly occupational therapist who undergoes a new procedure to be shrunken to five inches tall so that he and his wife can help save the planet and afford a nice lifestyle at the same time.

ELYSIUM
In the year 2154 two classes of people exist: the very wealthy, who live on a pristine man-made space station called Elysium and the rest, who live on an overpopulated, ruined earth. Secretary Delacourt will stop at nothing to preserve the luxurious lifestyle of the citizens of Elysium – but that doesn’t stop the people of earth from trying to get in by any means they can. Max agrees to take on a life threatening mission, one that could bring equality to these polarised worlds.

FLATLINERS (2017)
Five medical students, obsessed by what lies beyond the confines of life, embark on a daring experiment: by stopping their hearts for short periods, each triggers a near-death experience - giving them a first-hand account of the afterlife.

GODZILLA (2014)
Ford Brody, a navy bomb expert, has just reunited with his family in San Francisco when he is force to go to Japan to help his estranged father, Joe. Soon both men are swept up in an escalating crisis when Godzilla, king of the monsters arises from the sea to combat malevolent adversaries that threaten the survival of humanity. The creatures leave colossal destruction in their wake.
INCEPTION (2010)
Dom Cobb is the best there is at extraction: stealing valuable secrets inside the subconscious during the mind’s vulnerable dream state. His skill has made him a coveted player in industrial espionage but has also made him a fugitive and cost him dearly. Now he may get a second chance if he can do the impossible: planting an idea rather than stealing one. If they succeed, Cobb and his team could pull off the perfect crime. But no planning or expertise can prepare them for a dangerous enemy who seems to predict their every move. An enemy only Cobb could have seen coming.

INDEPENDENCE DAY: RESURGENCE (2016)
Two decades after the freak alien invasion that nearly destroyed mankind a new threat emerges. This Alien mothership is more than twice the size as the last one and once again, the world's armies must band together to save the world. Do they have enough firepower or will this battle change and will aliens take over?

INTERSTELLAR (2014)
With our time on Earth coming to an end, a team of explorers undertakes the most important mission in human history; traveling beyond this galaxy to discover whether mankind has a future among the stars.
I, ROBOT (2004)
In 2035 AD, robots are programmed to live in harmony with humans. When a brilliant scientist at the US Robotics Corporation is found dead, Detective Del Spooner is called in to investigate. Aided by robot psychologist Dr. Susan Calvin, Spooner uncovers the possibility that a robot may be the primary suspect in the case. But as Spooner gets closer to the truth, he gets caught up in a race for his life.

THE ISLAND (2005)
Lincoln Six-Echo is a resident of a seemingly utopian but contained facility in the mid 21st century. Like all of the inhabitants of this carefully controlled environment, Lincoln hopes to be chosen to go to the "The Island" - reportedly the last uncontaminated spot on the planet. But Lincoln soon discovers that everything about his existence is a lie. He and all of the other inhabitants of the facility are actually human clones.

Lucy (2014)
When a boyfriend tricks Lucy into delivering a briefcase to a supposed business contact, the once care-free student is abducted by thugs who intend to turn her into a drug mule. She is surgically implanted with a package containing a powerful chemical, but it leaks into her system, giving her superhuman abilities, including telekinesis and telepathy. With her former captors in pursuit, Lucy seeks out a neurologist, who she hopes will be able to help her.

THE MARTIAN (2015)
An astronaut becomes stranded on mars after his team assume him dead, and must rely on his ingenuity to find a way to signal to earth that he is alive.
MATRX (1998)
Neo seeks the truth about the Matrix. Only one man has the answer, an elusive dangerous man who is known as Morpheus. A stranger called Trinity invites Neo to follow a white rabbit which guides him into a parallel world. Reality is a world run by artificially intelligent machines who control the human slaves in a simulated 20th Century....

MATRX RELOADED (2003)
Neo, Trinity and Morpheus lead a revolt against the Machine Army as it attacks Zion. Their aim is to fight against the forces of repression and exploitation in an attempt to save the human race. Zion is the last human city on Earth and in their quest they gain more information on the workings of the Matrix.

MEN IN BLACK (1997)
They are the best kept secret in the universe and work for a highly funded yet unofficial government agency. They work in secret and dress in black... they are the MEN IN BLACK.

PASSENGERS (2016)
A spacecraft travelling to a distant colony planet and transporting thousands of people has a malfunction in its sleep chambers. As a result, two passengers are awakened ... 90 years early.

ROGUE ONE (2016)
Jyn Erso leads the rebel alliance in a risky move to steal the plans for the Death Star, setting up the epic saga to follow.
Serenity (2005)
Captain Malcolm Reynolds, a hardened veteran (on the losing side) of a galactic civil war, now ekes out a living aboard his ship, Serenity. He leads a small, eclectic crew, but when Mal takes on two new passengers – a young doctor and his telepathic sister – he gets much more than he bargained for. The pair are fugitives from the coalition dominating the universe, and so Serenity finds itself caught between the unstoppable military force of the alliance, the horrific, cannibalistic fury of the Reavers – and another danger lurking at the very heart of the spaceship...

Star Wars: The Last Jedi (2017)
Jedi Master in hiding, Luke Skywalker unwillingly attempts to guide young hopeful, Rey, in the ways of the force while Leia, former princess turned general, attempts to lead what is left of the Resistance away from the ruthless tyrannical grip of the Frist Order.

Valerian (2017)
A dark force threatens Alpha, a vast metropolis and home to species from a thousand planets. Special operatives Valerian & Laureline must race to identify the marauding menace and safeguard not just Alpha, but the future of the universe.

War of the Worlds (2005)
Ray Ferrier is a divorced dockworker and less-than-perfect father. Soon after his ex-wife and her new husband drop off his teenage son Robbie and young daughter Rachel for a rare weekend visit, a strange and powerful lightning storm begins. Moments later, at an intersection near his house, Ray witnesses an extraordinary event that will change all their lives forever.
360 (2011)
A dramatic thriller that weaves together the stories of an array of people from disparate social backgrounds through their intersecting relationships.
**Thriller**

**ANGELS & DEMONS (2009)**
In Ron Howard’s thrilling follow-up to *The Da Vinci Code*, expert symbolists Robert Langdon pursues ancient clues on a heart-racing hunt through Rome too find the four Cardinals kidnapped by the deadly Illuminati. A nonstop, action-packed race through sealed crypts, dangerous catacombs, and the most secretive vault on Earth!

**THE DA VINCI CODE (2006)**
Dan brown’s international bestseller comes alive in the film *The Da Vinci Code*, directed by Academy Award Winner Ron Howard. Join symbolists Robert Langdon and cryptologist Sophie Neveu in their thrilling quest to solve a bizarre murder mystery that will take them from Paris to London – and behind the veil of a mysterious ancient society, where they discover a secret so powerful it could shake the very foundation of mankind.

**THE GHOST (2010)**
A ghost writer stumbles onto a secret that places his life in danger as he takes down the life story of a former U.K. prime minister in this Roman Polanski-helmed adaptation of the Robert Harris novel. Convinced by his agent that he's been granted a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, talented British screenwriter "The Ghost" agrees to aid British prime minister Adam Lang in completing his memoirs after the leader's former aid dies under mysterious circumstances.
THE GREEN MILE (1999)
Paul Edgecombe is the Head prison Guard on Death Row at the Cold Mountain Correction facility in the 1930’s. When a new inmate, John Coffey, is sent to the prison for the brutal murder of two children, the guards notice something very odd about him...Based on the novel by Stephen King.

This is the story of FBI agent Will Graham who is assigned the task of catching 'The Tooth Fairy'. 'Silence Of The Lambs' is which an evil serial killer who skins his female victims is on the loose. FBI agent, Clarice Starling is assigned to the case. Desperate for any leads she seeks the help of psychiatrist-turned-psychopath, Dr Hannibal Lecter... 'Hannibal' in which Doctor Hannibal Lecter escapes from incarceration and travels to Florence. There he takes a position as curator for the Palazzo Vecchio. Once again Clarice Starling finds herself on the trail of one of the FBI's most wanted.

HIDE AND SEEK (2005)
At their new home in Upstate New York, newly widowed psychologist David Callaway tries desperately to help his traumatized daughter Emily deal with her mother’s death. But before long, both David and Emily are being terrorized by someone, or something, named Charlie: a ‘friend’ who may or may not be imaginary, but is definitely the stuff nightmares are made of!

HOSTAGE (2005)
Devastated by a failed hostage situation, LAPD negotiator Jeff Talley exits Los Angeles for a no profile job as chief of police in the low crime hamlet of Bristo Camino.
THE INTERPRETER (2005)
After UN Interpreter Silvia Broome overhears a plot to assassinate an African head of state, the US Secret Service is brought in to investigate, in the shape of hard bitten agent Tobin Keller, who nonetheless suspects she may not be telling the whole truth.

THE LIFE OF DAVID GALE (2003)
Leading anti-capital punishment activist, David Gale, finds himself on death row for the brutal rape and murder of Constance Harraway, a fellow activist. Reporter Bitsey Bloom, meets David to give an exclusive interview. It soon becomes clear to Bitsey that David may have been framed for the crime...

When his army unit was ambushed during the first Gulf War, Sergeant Raymond Shaw saved his fellow soldiers just as his commanding officer was knocked unconscious. Brokering the incident for political capital, Shaw eventually becomes a vice-presidential nominee, while Marco is haunted by dreams of what happened in Kuwait. As Marco (now a Major) investigates, the story begins to unravel, to the point where he questions if it happened at all.

MATCHSTICK MEN (2003)
Roy and Frank are con artists and between them they enjoy a successful business partnership. However, Roy's private life is not so hot and he is forced to seek help from a psychoanalyst who encourages him to seek out the fourteen-year-old daughter whose existence he has always suspected but never confirmed. On meeting Angela he begins a relationship he never dreamed of but Angela starts to develop an interest in her father's 'career'.
MINORITY REPORT (2002)
Set in Washington, D.C. in the year 2054, this is the story of John Anderton, a detective working in the 'Pre-crime' division. The special police unit arrests people before they commit murder with the help of three Precogs. Precogs are genetically altered humans who can predict the future.

MULHOLLAND DRIVE (2001)
A story which begins with an attempted assassination and a fatal car accident. A traumatised young woman seeks refuge in an empty apartment. What follows is a search to find the truth as she waits for her memory to return...

MYSTIC RIVER (2003)
Chilling mystery revolving around three boyhood drawn together by a crime from the past and a murder in the present. These dual tragedies arouse a vicious cycle of suspicion, guilt and repressed anxieties, primed to explode with devastating and unpredictable results.

NOTES ON A SCANDAL (2006)
Dench mesmerises as Barbara Covett, a teacher who rules over her classroom with the iron fist, yet leads a desperate, solitary life outside it. That is, until she meets radiant new art teacher Sheba Hart.

PHONE BOOTH (2003)
Self-centred, arrogant, public relations man, Stu Sheppard goes into a phone booth to call his mistress without his wife knowing. As soon as he hangs up, the phone rings and he hears a stranger's voice telling him that if he tries to leave the booth he will be shot dead... He starts to believe what he is hearing when a man tries to get in the booth and is gunned down...
RED EYE (2005)
After attending the funeral of her grandmother in Dallas, Lisa Reisert must take the dreaded red eye flight back to Miami to make it to work the next day. Lisa soon meets Jackson Ripner and their attraction grows. But moments after take-off, Jackson reveals to Lisa her father's wallet that he swiped off his desk and his real reason for being on board. If she refuses to help, Jackson will call his partner on the ground and have her father killed. At 30,000 feet, Lisa has nowhere to run and no time for rash judgement.

RENDITION (2008)
When a man mysteriously vanished from the overseas flight, his disappearance sends shockwaves all the way to the nation’s capital. Desperate for the truth, his wife begins a search for the missing man which leads a CIA unit head and a novice agent into an international web of deceit, conspiracies and top-secret truths far more frightening than the lies that conceal them.

RUNAWAY JURY (2003)
During a trial there is a juror, on the inside, who has a girlfriend on the outside, and together they attempt to manipulate the outcome...

THE SHAPE OF WATER (2017)
At a top secret research facility in the 1960s, a lonely janitor forms a unique relationship with an amphibious creature that is being held in captivity.

STATE OF PLAY (2009)
Russell Crowe leads an all-star cast in this blistering thriller about a rising congressman and an investigative journalist embroiled in a case of seemingly unrelated, brutal murders
30 years after the defeat of Darth Vader and the Empire, Rey, a scavenger from the planet Jakku, finds a BB-8 droid that knows the whereabouts of the long lost Luke Skywalker. Rey, as well as a rogue Stormtrooper and two smugglers, are thrown into the middle of a battle between the Resistance and the daunting legions of the First Order.

TAKEN (2008)
When his estranged daughter is kidnapped in Paris, a former spy sets out to find her at any cost. Relying on his special skills, he tracks down the ruthless gang that abducted her and launches a one man war to bring them to justice and rescue his daughter.

TWELVE MONKEYS (1995)
Between the past and the future, sanity and madness, dreams and reality, lies the mystery of the twelve Monkeys... The year is 2035 and human kind subsists in a desolate netherworld following the eradication of 99% of the Earth’s population, a holocaust that makes the plane’s surface uninhabitable and mankind’s destiny uncertain. Cole a reluctant volunteer aided b Dr Kathryn Railly have only two clues to solve the puzzle of the Twelve Monkeys.

THE 24TH DAY
Tom’s truth is that his life was ruined by an encounter with another man, Dan, over five years ago. Dan’s truth is that every man needs to take responsibility for his own actions. Dan is enjoying a night out with his roommate at the local bar when he meets Tom and the two find themselves drunk and back at Tom’s apartment. Things turn tense, however, when Dan realises he’s been there before...five years earlier. Tom recounts that fateful night, and is hurt that Dan doesn’t remember.
VANILLA SKY (2001)
David Aames appears to lead a charmed life. Handsome, wealthy and charismatic, the young New York City publishing executive's freewheeling existence is enchanting, yet he seems to be missing something. Then, in one night David meets Sofia, the girl of his dreams, but loses her by making a small mistake. Thrust unexpectedly onto a roller-coaster ride of romance, comedy, suspicion, love, sex and dreams, David finds himself on a mind-bending search for his soul and discovers the precious, ephemeral nature of true love.

YOUNG ADAM (2004)
A drifter becomes involved in a murder. But does he know more than he's letting on?
**War**

**APOCALYPSE NOW REDUX (1979)**
An inside look at all the horrors, madness and moral dilemmas which was the Vietnam War. The story revolves around a captain who is sent to Vietnam to eliminate a mad colonel.

**BATTLE OF BRITAIN (2003)**
The year 1940 was a grim one for Britain. With their backs up against the wall they were the lone country in Western Europe still resisting the onslaught of Nazi Germany. Many felt that German victory was a foregone conclusion and after appealing for peace with the island nation Hitler unleashed the Luftwaffe on the country in an effort to pave the way for an eventual land invasion. Outnumbering the British in the number of aircraft the Germans began bombing airfields in Britain in an attempt to immobilize the beleaguered Royal Air Force. In this battle for the skies the British pilots, the Free French and Polish exiles stood together and faced off the threat in heroic style.

**THE BRIDGE ON THE RIVER KWAI (1957)**
Set in Burma during World War II, the story follows British P.O.Ws forced to build a large bridge for the Japanese, while Allied commandos are sent to destroy it.

**THE DEER HUNTER (1978)**
Based on a novel by E.M. Corder, the story follows three friends from a Pennsylvanian steelworks who leave to fight in Vietnam, and the effects of war on their friendship.
JOURNEY’S END (2017)
Set in a dugout in Aisne in 1918, it is the story of a group of British officers, led by the mentally disintegrating young officer Stanhope, as they await their fate.

PLATOON (1986)
Winner of four 1986 Academy Awards including Best Picture & Director, and based on the first hand experience of Oscar – winning director Oliver Stone, Platoon is powerful, intense and starkly brutal. Harrowingly realistic and completely convincing, it is a dark, unforgettable memorial to every soldier whose innocence was lost in the war-torn jungles of Vietnam. Chris Taylor is a young, naïve American who, upon his arrival in Vietnam, quickly discovers that he must do battle not only with the Viet Cong, but also the gnawing fear, physical exhaustion and intense anger growing within him.

SAVING PRIVATE RYAN (1998)
A war epic which tells the story of four brothers from the same family who are all fighting in the Second World War. On Washington's orders Captain Miller is sent behind enemy lines to bring back the sole surviving brother, Private Ryan.

TESTAMENT OF YOUTH (2014)
Vera Brittain, irrepressible, intelligent and free-minded, overcomes the prejudices of her family and hometown to win a scholarship to Oxford. With everything to live for, she falls in love with her brother's close friend. But the First World War is looming and as the boys leave for the front Vera realises she cannot sit idly by as her peers fight for their country, so volunteers as a nurse.
THE WATER DIVINER (2014)
In 1919, four years after the devastating Battle of Gallipoli, a father embarks on a journey from Australia to Turkey to discover the fate of his sons who have been reported missing in action.